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PADUCAH. KY., THURSDtY EVENING, NOVEMBER 21, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

HAWLEY-MEADOWS JURY WAS ! METROPOLIS BOY
Steamer Dick Fowler Not Guilty of GOMPERS DECLARES BRIBE
UNABLE TO AGREE AND JUDGE UNDER CHARGE OF
Misconduct on the Roosevelt Trip. WAS OFFERED HIM TO BETRAY
EVANS DISCHARGED JURORS SERIOUS NATURE
THE FEDERATION OF LABOR

Cairo, III., Nov. 21.—U. S. Inspec- ligation of the boat, as well as courttors Waltz and fledge, Of Memphis, eous in their treatment of all on
were in Cairo yesterday to hear evie board.. Among them were CongreseTwo of Them Were in Favor
Ed Mann Hurries to Paducah deuce in the case of the officers and men Smith and thapman, of Illinois.
Replies to Charges of Manufaccrew of the steamer Dick Fowler, Russell of Misouri.
of Giving $50,000 Damages
in Skiff When He Learns charged with reckless navigation on The inquiry was held yesterday
turers' Association With
of the president's trip afternoon la the parlors of the Halliand Two in Favor of DefenThat 3Iary. Robinson Had the occasion
Counter Accusations and is
down the river, on October lid. The day. lion. Miles Frederick Gilbert
dant.
Made Accusations Against'charge was preferred by Captain Van appeared for the owners and officers
Indorsed.
Duzer, of the government steamer of the Fowler and among the witHim—Arrested Here.
Lily, one of the boats elect escorted nesses and others in attendance wt•ret
the president down the river.
A Capt. S. A. Fowler and Captain Mark
Charge of Court Seemed to
great deal of interest has been shown Cole. Maj. Asheraft, Capt. John
Sensation Produced at Natin this matter by people of Cairo, not Watts, Pilot Berryman, Mate CunFavor Plaintiff and Was Ob- Vladivostok, Nov. 21.—Several per GOES BACK WITH THE OFFICE1U4 only
because the Cairo delegatioato ningham, all of Paducah. Some of the
ional Meeting by Speech of
sons were killed a.nsegeores were inMemphis had chartered and was on Cairo witnesses were P. H. Smyth,
jected to by Attorneys for jured in a might battle between) troops
President, Which is Followed
the Fowler when the offense is al- Phil. C. Barclay and Pilot Fitchner,
and a band of drunken 'rioters, who
Defendant in Part.
Covered with mud from head to leged to have been cotnnetted, but and Ciongressman itusaell was here
attempted to massacre men and woby Vote of I'onfidence.
men em.plOyes of the municipal abat- foot tend crying, Mary Robinette, 15 because Capt. Cole, chief among from Charleston and gave his testiaccused,
the
is
one
of
the
most
mony.
popu
toir. The rioters' leader ordered all years old, returned to her home on
lar navigators on the river in these
The inspectors went thoroughly
After being out for atxmt six hours employes hanged, but countermanded Third street, Metropolis, after deports. All on board the - Fowler at into the circumstances complained of,
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 21.—At the
the juror's is) the Hawley-eadlOW9 the order. He then began cutting livering milk at the residence of Ellis
the time were emphatic in declaring and after short deliberation the ins
evening 19t1:010.11 of the Federation of
damage trial in feleral court finally down the women with his sword. Mann, across the street, last night,
that Captain Cole and his crew had specters announced the Dick Fowler's
Labor President Gompers delivered
reported to Judge Evans that agree- Others used butcher knives. Soldiers and told a story of an alleged brute,
a speech replying te the charges preassault
COMIlliaeli
charged
Our
wririving.
her by Ed been careful and efficient in the nay- crew "Not Guilty."
the riotersfi Many
meet was Impossible and they werei
.
ferred against him by the Manufactilechaird by the coprt. The final were arrested after the killed and Mann. the 22-yeer-old son of Ellis
turers' asamociation. The speech was
Mann.
report wa.s made this morning at 10 wounded were taken away.
an "tepees." from the view point of
Young Mann was arrested tn this
o'clock.
Gotupera of the National association
city late lust night by Patrolmen
From authentic authority a was;
AEROPLANE COLLAPS1161,
of manufacturers and its ramificaClark and Starrett on Kentucky avefound that the jury stood two for giv- 1
tions..
nue. He had come to this city in a
lug the Rev. Mr. Hawley $50,000 Count TM La Vault Has Narrow
landed at the Incline and come
Gompers took up and answered in
damages, two for $25,000, four for
cape from instant Death.
up town.
detail the charges brought against
$10,000, one for $2,000, one for
The girl is the step-daughter of
him and closed with these words:
$1.000 sad two held out for a verParis. Nov. 21.—Count De IA
diet for the defendant.
"All that I nowihave to add le that
Vault( had a narrow escape from Entitle Erherdt, and the fantiiy keeps
The Rev. F. W. Hawley was pastor death or serious injury when his a cow. It is Mary's duty to carte
there is not a scintilla of truth in
of the Fulton Presbyterian church:aeroplane collapsed during an expert milk to customers in the neighboranything published or which can be
Mid was accused by W. W. Meadows, mental flight and crashed to the hood and she had just finished when
published by the National areesciation
the
As tipped in The Sun Monday, the
alleged assault took place. The
Washington. Nov. 21.—Mrs. Brad
with breaking up his home. Meadoes'ground yesterday.
of Manufacturers or their hirelings,
and his friends pave Dr. Hawley at The count was caught under the Mann residence is almost directly op- First Baptist church last night ex- ley ,resumed the stand at 11 o'clock
which in any way can reflect upon
poelte
ewe
15
ease
trtat-for-lettt=
tar
the integrity, morality or hon.-soy of
-horse -wirtpperg to- TneiteelIttfl contest
tide:Ca. feline! call to the Rev. M.
reaae.d- 'fm
-0
Oa
myself, and I hare abiding faith
He sued them for $100.000.
qui •kly, however, and he escaped Mann followed her out and when In E. Dodd. of the Bapest church at' trig former Senator Brown, of Utah.
.
She admitted being arrested three
that they cannot do so of any memThe Peeler'.
with minor injuries. The gasoline the 'roadway he attached her from
Fulton, to assume the Pulpit noon to, timee but she
s# I
After retraining here to consult for the motor took Ore and the fly- behind and mastered her.
bers of the eilecutive contestl of the
still continued Diving
be vacated by the Rev. Calvin MI with Brown. She sadd it was mutual
with bis attorneys for a short while, lag machine was pertly destroyed.
AM+ Hien FeAtation of Labor. I
Admits Intimacy.
1..
d• ty our cliental:, to do their worst."
Dr. Hawley will leave for his home
When se n in his cell at the city Thompson. There is little doubt Ore l influence which held eLee together.
in Charlotte, N. C., where he is stayjail by a reporter for The Sun. Ed the call will be accepted, thougt Dr. She admitted strikinglirown in the SENATOR JOSEPH B. FORAKEIC
r great sensation was created by
RATTLE UNDER WATER.
ing until the case is finally settled.
with an umbrella and knockMann was complacently piling *wet Dodd declined to say anything fur- mouth w
sideut tampers in his speeen reAfter the sensational. ephode he was
at a big pipe and did not appear to (her t day than that he wee infarrnee log out his teeth when he was le one
eig to the attacks upon him and
Sponge Divers Have Desperate EnColtenbus. Nov. 21 --Senator Forat his own request suspended from
be much alarmed at the serious Of the action last night by Dr. Calvin of his ugly moods. She said she
aker was formally Indorsed for re- (e'er officers of the federation by the
counter on Golf's Bottom.
the ministry of the Presbyterian
charge against
Thompson, He will say nothing until sought out Brown to keep hint from
election to the s•-nate and for the Manufacturers' association when he
churieh and the Paducah Presbytery
"I admit intimacy with the Robin- the formal invitation is received. He his wife. She denied making the
told of an alleged attempt to bribe
Tampa, Fla., Nov. 21.—Stx miles son girl yesterday, but I took no will announce his determination te, threat of blowing off Drown's head, Republican nornit.tion for President, him at the
granted the request, but before mitVictoria hotel, New York,
at
the
meeting
of
the
executive
and
Springs,
on the Gulf's hot- undue advantage of the girl in any his own people Sunday morning. if he did not Marry her,
ing any action or making an lavesta off Tarpon
in October. by a newspaper man givadvisory
committee
of
the
Ohio
gation it was decided to await --the44°131. 57 feet under the surface, Nicb- way. We were found out and she when Dr. Thompson will convey the
ing the name of Charles Brandenberg
Then followed again an account of League
of Repubilean clubs. The
disposition of the case by the courts. colas Andreas and- Jahn Bastoinis, told the story to clear herself. That sante message to the Find church of her going to Washington.
the latter, Gompers said, haring deaction
of the joint committee at once
His attorneys expressed themeelvee Greek sponge divers, fought deeper- is all there is to it."
Paducah.
The cross-examination of Mrs. brought, out a challenge front A. I. 'dared that he represented the Natoday as being determined to fight Neely with sponge hooks for politestWhen asked why he ran,away from
Dr. Dodd is a. young man and Put -Bradley at noon
Manufacturers' association,
Vorys, manager of the Taft presiden- tional
the case to a finish without compro- skin of a big oPengse Both received Metropolis, Mann said:
ton, where he has been four years, is
and was prepared to offer him Imtial canvaas, for the popular primary
painful wounds. Andreas came to
mise.
"I thought it beet to get away for his first charge. He is a graduate of
to determine the choice of Ohio Re- munity from all exposure and make
to
institute
prosecution a while. bat I inteded to return and the Southwestern. Baptist University,
Mr. W. W. Meadows and the other Tampa
him financially secure for the reLOUISVILLE STRIKE
publican candidates for president.
defendants will leave for their homes against Bastonis only to learn that face the charge at the proper time." at Jackson, Tenn., and hita the de
mainder of his life if he would sign
in Fulton tonight. Mr. Meadows is no court had jurisdiction.
Mann was taken before Judge green of A B. and D. D. He married
• a certain paper and otherwise aid in
Louisville, Ky , Nov. 21.—(Spesaid to be a man of considerable
Cross in pollee court this morning the deughte• of Dr. S. W. Savage,
the exposure of other leadt•rs le the
cial.)—There is no change in the
wealth and owns some fine business
and agreed to return to Illinois with- president of the institution.
In Federal Court. •
American Federation of Labor with
street ear strike. Five hundred ride
property in Fulton in addition to the
They have two little daughters.
a view of virtually destroying the
A era of error was granted by out a -requition. Ile was turned
gates from the Central Labor union
:Meadows hotel, one of the largest in Judge Evans yesterday
influrece of organized labor."
in the caste of over to William Weett, a deputy
will ask Mayor Grinstead to interthis section of the state. The other A. J. Thompson, administrator
sheriff
Nfassac
county,
of
The paper, Compere said. was to
who
left
of the
Graves County Court.
fere.
defendants are said to be well to do estate of Judson
the purport to have teen signed
Pierce against the with his prisoner on the Cowling at
Mayfield. Ky., Nov. 21.---The jury
financially and a judgment of large Illinois Central Railroad
shin he (Gamper's) was 111 in 1S95.
company. 11 o'clock this mortring.
in the Ilonaman ease, after being out
amouot could be met.
This paper. Gompers said, he had
The appeal is made from an Injuncsince 9 o'clock in the morning. reMRS.
HARTJE
WINS
Mrs. Meadowit. who figures in the tion granted
preserved, and while a deathlike
by Judge Evans, returned a verdict sentencing him to
case, was not present during the straining
stillness prevailed in the convention
the p?ttintiff from fu'.
five years in he state penitentiary.
trial, but it is understood that he is prosecuting in
Pittsburg. Nov. 21.—The superior
Gompers drew forth the original doe
the state court tile
The Dupree robbery case and all
sick at the borne of her sister In St. suit having been
ument and read it. Gompers. during
dismissed In the
the other criminal trials were con- court declared in favor of Mrs.
It Is probable that early December his recital of the alleged attempt of
Louis. While it is said that she was federal court.
}Neje.
Judson Pierce was an
tinued today.
a beautiful woman, a friend of the employe of the
Pittsburg,
Nov. 21.—Augustus will saes the gunboat Paducah in the bribery, called upon the different
road and fell beneath
family who saw her in St. Louis re a switch engine
Hartje, the
Pittsburg millionaire, Paducah harbor to receive the silver delegates present who were with him
and his legs were ent
cently, gays that she has broken unagain was thwarted in his attempt to service at the hands of Mayor Yelser. at the time of interviews with Brandoff. He afterwards died in Missouri
DEAN
der the strain of events and is alumet
enberg to verify his statement.
secure a divorce front his wife today, J.
of smallpox.
L. Wolff, the jeweler, heard from
a physical wreck.
when the superior court refused to
This the delegates, raheng in their
S.
Dean,
The
J.
of
pastor
Rev.
Judge Evans' ("barge•
reopen the case. The lower court the manufacturer today, with refer- seats, did.
PRISONER
WAS
SO
SICK
Christian church, Clinton, Ky.. will
The charge to the jury in the Hawnied the divorce after Iterate had ence to the arrival of the service. He
At the close of Gompers' speeeh
HE HAD TO BE ASSISTED.
preach at Tenth Street
church
introduced testimony of the most expects it next Mend-ay, When it will there was a great demonstrattrar, even
New York, Nov. 21.—Five indictSunday
morning
next
and
evening.
(Continue:: on Page Eight.)
startling nature.
be on display at his store, 327 Broad- VictorI,. Berger, of Milwaukee. the
To Patrolman Henry Singery IMF.ema ments were returned today by the
Socialiatic opponent of Gompers. deway.
to fall the trupleasant duty of arrest- 'grand jury in the ease of the BorREMARK 11411.E MESSAGE.
bank, Brooklyn. All were
Congreesman 011ie James stated claring that although he had repeatEVANS' FLEET
ing invalids and heads of destitute ough
RIGHT WAY TO VOTE
that he will take rip the matter at dly bitterly oppoved Hie reelection
families. Ills second case occurred sealed. Within five minutes Arthur
•ft
.
Governor Folk Lectures His PetCple today, when he was given a warrant Campbell. cashier of the -bank, was
once with the navy department. and of Gonttere, he will he the one this
Janall While It is Stayin
May It
Frankfort. Ky-.- Nov. 21. (Special.)
About Thanksgiving.
t the gunboat here as meekly as year to move to make his electionin the Pacifie.
for the arrest of J. J. Crawford for brought in by detectives and arJefferson City, Mo., Nov. 21.— breach of peace. The warrant is the raigned on two indictments. one —The court of appeals, in deciding
possible. Its presence has alreede unanimous, with a vote—cif confidence
Governor Folk last night issued a regult of a quarrel between Orb Craw- chargerg forgery and the other grand the Madison county election contest,
not only to Gompere-trut also to the
Washington, Nov. 21.--It is he- been promised.
holds- that voting for a candidate, l2
unique Thanksgiving proclanvation. fords and the family of a nirtit named larceny._
ether officials of the American Fed-by officials; in the navy departwhosa Caine is not printed on • the ment
naming November 2S. It Is the long- -Troutwine, who swore out the wareration. that steps are being taken Allich SEVEN MEN ARE KILLED
Walsh's Novel Plea.
ballot by pasting tsitps on It is net
its rant. Patrolman Singery.foenci Crawest document of the sort
"This," declared Berger, "is-lhe
result
ON
in
CA.NADIAN
Admiral
PACIFIC.
may
levans'
big
Chicago,
Z1.—John R. legaL _The only wai is to write the
this state in many yeers. In it the ford to be an invalid almost in tha
answer of the Socialists to the Manufleet of sixteen battleships visiting
Walsh's lawyers today offered a novel name.
gtovernor says:
V-Vinnt•peg, NOV. 21.-- Seven
Japan during Its stay in the Parlfle.
men facturers' association."
last stages of consumption. He tele- plea in defense, that If the "kine of
and foes injuled in . an
"For the momen't, there is strin- phoned to the station the facts in thu
were
A motion offered by fa, D. W. Ryan,
officers
naval
iUgh
expect
that
orders
finance" violetes the law tied el(
gency in means of exchange. but as case and the patrol wagon was sent
will be issued to that effect, and are explosion on the construction peek of Springfield, LI., reporting that the
rel
sea he shouldn't be puniehed. This"
water finds its level, so capital must out and Crawford taken to the city
making their Plans with such a con- of the Canadian Pacific near Kenora Illinois Mine Workers had voted conclaim developed through cross-examifidenee in Gompers and denouncing
come from its hiding place to seek hall and recopethred for his appeartingency
in view. The Japanese amnation of Bank Examiner Moxey.
the Manufacturers' association rethe opportunities tbat lie so inviting- ance. He was carried back tome in
bassador
pronot
"I
could
said:
with
Testimony shows that Walsh saved
ceived immediate consideration and
ly around us. Prosperity is every- the wagon and was so weak that he
priety speak of any- matter of th
the National bank from loss by rehad adopted amid excitement.
where apparent. The age of con- had to be assisted in and out of the
kind that might be pending between.
selling securities to his private bank
ecience is before us, not burled in the wagon.
my
government
and
the
United
States
and by making up deficits out of his
past, and it will come about when
government."
OLD PILOT DNA 1).
private funds.
there is more of the golden rube and
THE WEATHER.
Well Known tn the Missbe•ippi River
loss of the rule of gold in our daily
EAST INDIA ttAILWAV.
lives; when the doctrine of brotherfor Many Tears.
HERE
Most Important Line Tied Up by a
hood and equal rights becomes the
Georgetown, Ky., Nov. 21. (SpeSt. Louis. Mo., Nov. 21.—Capt.
General strike,
standard for governmental action apti
Manager John Brooke, of the Cul- cial.)—Judge Morrie last evening
Ile hone well known in Memphis
private conduct. Let us encourage.
ley football team, received a tele- overruled the motion of Powers' atCalcutta, Nov. t21.—Traffic on the
industry and attack not wealth, but
New Orleans and St. Louie, for more
phone message from Paris, Tenn., to- torneysas to the men from Harrison Bast Indian railway 2,165 miles long
the abuses of wealth. Let us fight
Plans for raising severa,1 hundred than 40 years Dien on the Mississippi
day, saying that the team would not county already qualified for jury ser- and the second -largest line in India, dollars necessary
not men, but the evil men do. LeT
to defray the ex- river, died at his home, 3%33 Harthe able to -play the Culley team here vice, but dismissed the second venire is rapidly becoming paralyzed by a pense of laying
us love not money, but manhood.
three and one-half ford street. yesterday. Ile had been
Thanksgiving. because Brownsville from Harrison county and ordered strike. The trouble originated with blocks of sewer
Let us preserve inviolate the prinpipe from Thirteenth afflicted with heart disease for eight
will hold them to their engagement. the sheriff to go to Grant county for the engineers, who are almost en- anti Clay streets
ciple of popular self-government and
to the Home of the months.
Mr. Brooke has booked the Alexander 300 men. He said he would not pre- tirely
Duropean, and
yesterday Friendless are bothering the board of
recognize the largest liberty of the
oltib for November 2. a strong teens side in a creel.: where there was a great numbers of natives belonging lady manageri of the institution.
individual citizen coneletent with law
MAI' END F %TALLY.
from Cairo. This Cairo team aver- suspicion that the jurors had not to the traffic staff, joined in
It is trnprnwsible for such an inlet
the
and order. Let us appeal not to cunages
about
165 pounds and will put been summoned strictly in accord- movement. The most important see. tuition to maintain a large reserve Friendly Football
ning, but to cones-tense and rensene
Scramble Itevilta
tip as strong a fight as any team in arise with the haw. lie remarked on lion of the road from Calcutta to ('tad /or emergencies. On
her that by making the public eonIn Broken Spine.
account of
this pert of the state.
predontinence of Democrats Tilahabad is practically tied up and Poor drainage water gets into the
the
science clean the puiele life is made
though he laid he did get thine the already
6,1100
passengers_ are basemterti lnd swamps the furnace
clean."
Philadelphia,. Nov... 21 —While
Rebekah Lodge.
proof showed any actual misconduct strsteded at Asansol. Bengal, the fire. !he °iffy remedy is to eennect gaged in a friendly scramble at footSpringfield, Ill., Nov. 21.—Ths. on the part of the sheriff and his Junction of the East Indian and Ben- with the sewer. The Home will
have 'ball with two of his friends at his
grand lodge of Odd Fellows elected deputies.
gal-Nam- railroad, a-here the seek- to -b itriTiftnxilianlee oT
tirTffir PTOTei ?MVO ill Wahilnatord: near-rere.-rred
Fred B. Herrills!'of Belleville, grand
Judge Morris, over the pretest of ers are threatening violeriee
The but the ettv will do the work, thus erica E. Kett. a stndent at the Una
repabsentetIve to the Sovereign& Grand the commonwealth, consented to Ana jute mills are seriously affected
be 'saving the contractora percentage. vereity of Penosylvaela, fell and free• St. route, Mo.. Nov, 21.- -Whet,
laodpe. The state ensemble -of the 1-toward being hi-ought here to con- the strike.
'
The Smite Will ttaxe to meet the pay- tereel his spinal etalernn near •
corn,
61; °Ate, 49.,
96:
Daughters of Relsekoh elected Met. sult with Powers' attorneys. Powers
The strike at preacta Is -eaueolaily lea eat h Saturday night. A canload bapsl his neck. His cemetery,
:Warthington. Nov. 31.—The tota.
Gienerairr fair and slightly colder Margaret Weldon. of Cairo, president: brother-1S law will go with the slier- serious in view of the famine condi- of pipe has arrived and , the work eerlous
Platt - iietains his mental
cotton pinned. to November 14, RC- tonight and probably Friday. highest Mrs. Ella ar. Reeve. of Jacesenviile.ilffa to Grant county, to Fee that tions. which are becoming daily more will start the flee of • the
week power. but experience"' no genantiott
cording to the census but4eau, was temperature yesterday, Gete iteeets;vive-preeldent: Mrs. Mee C,roweli, of!there is no discrimination In chOcs- wide-spread, necessitating the 'mine- James Caldwell will
Inspect the below the neck. -The accident oc'7,811,202 taigas.
50.
si litoek Island, warden.
ling the jury.
diate transportation of relief supplies, work ter the city engineer.
curred Sunday afternoon.

DRUNKEN RIOTERS
TRY TO SLAUGHTER
INNOCENT PEOPLE

JOS. B. INDORSED

REV. M. E. DODD
ORDEAL IS ENDED
OF FULTON WILL FOR MRS. BRADLEY
COME TO PADUCAH AS OWN WITNESS

5,

4

BOROUGH BANK IS
CAUSE OF FIVE
BEING INDICTED

r4

0

SILVER SERVICE
FOR THE PADUCAH
COMES NEXT WEEK

REV. J. S.

MANY DEMOCRATS

ATTRACTS JUDGE

CAIRO PLAYS

Grain Market.

LADY MANAGERS OF
FRIENDLESS' HOME
BOTHERED BY COST

PLEASANT.-

•••

"IIWee

4•\
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\venoms.
If you are ad run down, easily tired, thin,
pie,nervous,go to your doctor. Stop guessing, atop experimenting, go direct to your
doctor. Ask his opinion of Ayer's nomalco-1
holic Sarsaparilla. 'No alcohol, no stimulaIf vs,&due sem lake Ayes's Sar- tion. A blood puritier, a nerve tonic, a strong
agraie. dem fete a. If he has any.
alterative, an aid to digestion.
h•rter. thest mke that.

[Run Down

LA CENTER LOTS
SOLD TOMORROW
AT AUCTION SALE

DOCTOR TILE ITCH
WHERE THE ITCH IS.

who

THEATRICAL NOTES

Don't Dose the Stomach to Cure levet-not and Other Skin Diseases.

Those afflicted with OCZ01118, peoRepertoire This Week.
needs, salt rheum, or other akin
The Depew-Burdette Stock comeases of a, similar nature, should
attract good bustnever dose the stomach to rid them- pany continues to
when death came. The funeral will
of highrepertoire
its
with
nese
pelves of the terribi
147- itch. They
be held at St. Francis de Sales church
and exdrawee,
amid
comedies
class
should doctor the iteh liere the Itch
'Saturday morning.
vaudeville bill.
Final auction of lots, stocks and is—cure
the skin th ugh the shin. cellent
other property of the La Center Com- not
through the stomach.
Parsifal.
pany will take place tomorrow at La
Eczema and oilier diseases of a
AGED CITIZEN PASSES AWAY OF
One of the most promising signs
Center. With this sale the operations kindred kiiid are skin diseases--not
"I Inas feeling wretchedly that
Hui!. Shiller B. Herman, distinILLS INCIDENT TO HIS TEARS.
of the La Center company oome to an blood diseases. Science has shown of late years in connection with the
and I made up my mind to
morning,
of
and legislator
increased in- guished statesman
La Center, KY•. Nov. re — fgPe- end and the corporttion will be disgreatly
the
is
drama,
I. had seen leadmedicine.
the
try,
in
that Eczema is caused by germs
cial.)—Like the king's army, that solved after a truces sail existence.
shown by the better class of Portland, Oregon, who was recently ing physicians without number both
the skin, and that the disease can be terest
marched up the hill and then marched In tomorrow's auction 400 city lots,
theater-goers in dramatic produc- on an eastern trip is among those East and West. They bad been enenadicated only by killing the germs.
Mr. R. A. Burch, Native of Nelson down, again, the cavalcade of dog fantions of a semi-religious and relig- strongly in favor of L. T. Cooper, in able to help me in the least, and I
200 acres of grounii, a storehouse
of
one
Dr. Decatur D. Dennis was
(Meaty, Hit's at Home of Son
eleess and sportsmen wended Its way and $5,000 In stock di the La Center
this Cooper meritious nature. Among the most note
the first physicians to follow out the
the discussion over Cooker and his no more believed,
in This CIO.
back to the hotel yesterday morning, college will be sold. Colonel Gus
ble of this class of plays may be
help me than it could
could
cilia
.germ theory in skin diseases, Then
the
for
has raged
and spent the day around the fire Slngleton has been isecured as aucCity," medicines, which
mentioned "The Eternal
man back to life. I
he discovered that by mixing oil of
by the billiWg a dead
cities visited
telling stories of hunting prowess. tioneer and the sale probably will be
the Baptist," "Sign of the paeryear in
"John
why I bought it.
know
don't
really
with otter soothing
wintergreen
man on his educative camThis morning the Derby started, With attended by a nursber.of Paducabans.
Cross," "Mary of Magdala," "Ben young
was like a drowning man clutchIt
Mr. R. A. Burch died this morning
agents he had a liquid prescription
'them.
calls
King." paigns, as he
couditions as perfect as on the first
The La Center college is now an which killed the germs and cured the Hun" and "The Shepherd
ing at a straw.
St 11:55 at the residence of his son, day of the meet. It is expected that
Cooper was explaining his new
established and successful school. Its awful itch, leaving the skii white Each of these dramas has met with
"To make a long etory short, it
Boston
to
medicines
Mr. 'Will 0. Bu'rch, 1111 Monroe the Derby will be concluded by to- prospects have widened each year sue
distinct favor, not only occasioned theories and
been astonishingly suceessful in
has
that time this D.
and
Slime
smooth.
by the beauty and depth of the var- people during the Oregonian's visit my case. Today I am enjoying a
street, of old age. Mr. Burch was, morrow noon, when the All Age as the,farmers in Ballard and McD. soap is the standard high grade
D.
ious themes presented, but because. to that city, and in a recent , interone of the oldest and most respected stake, with 30 entries, will start. All Crackeu counties are prosperous, a skin map.
sound stomach and perfect health
also, there is no greater or more view Mr. Herman said: "My trip east
men in Paducah, lie was born in hope to conclude the meet by Satur- good future opens up for the school.
for the first time in twenty years. ,I
The first few drops of D. D. D. give
graphically dramatic material to be accomplished more for me than I
La Center, the town, has grown rapNelson couuty and was 92 years old. day night.
can eat heartily without the slightinstant relief from the terrible itch
gained from any source than that of ever believed posaible. It has actI
idly and is becoming the 'elite; of and from
lie had made his residence for some
est inconvenience afterward.
the frightful burning of
the Bible. The latest and most suc- ually Men the means of restoring
Nell—She married a very old in
trade as well as of population betime with his son, Mr. Wilt 0. Burch,
a fine appetite, and sleep well.
have
the diseased skin. So reliable is this
heard
I
cessful of all religious dramas seen my health. While in Beston
I
understand he had tween Paducah and Cairo.
the popular Illinois Central railroad didn't she
I am no longer moody and depressed,
D. D. D. remedy that hundreds of
country, although for years a great deal about this man Codper
engineer. Besides Mr. Will, Burch he one foot, in the grave.
Officers of the ha Center commute physiciane; prescribe it. It is a wash in this
my nervousness has entirely dls•
and
past it has been witnessed in Europe and his medicines, and one morning appeared.
Belle—That's what she thought, are: J. A. Bauer, president; C. E. ate thin
leaves four children, Messrs. Lawas water and as mild and as
who
banker
Boston
a
rence and Charles Burch, of Eureka too, but, he still continues to buy his Jennings, secretary and treasurer; Pure, which is applied to the diseased is Richard Wagner's magnificent I talked with
"Any man who has chronic' dysspectacle "Parsifal." Wh'ie there is told me that he had been relieved by
Springs, Ark., and Mr. Frank Burch, shoes by the pain—Philadelphia ,Stoke Payne, of La Oenter, general portion of the skin.
pepsia owes it to his family to try
years'
ten
after
medicines
the
In
Cooper's
seen
character
biblical
not a
of this city, and .Mrs. A. B. Winfrey, Record.
manager. The stockholders, of which
medicine."
Mrs. Frances Richmond., of Milton,
production, it is essentially a grand- chronic dyspepsia. For the Pak this
of Paduc.ah. All the children except
there are a dozen, are largely Pau- Trimble county, Kentucky, writes:
In ell our experienel as druggists,
I have been a fearful
there
years
true
twenty
Is
It
work.
religious
ly
31r. Lawrence Berch and Mr. Charles
The mind always is the richer for cabana.
"My little girl's fingers were sore
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• at the beds de the slander it forgets.
Burch were es
almost to the bone from eczema. I
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—W. B. McPherson.
used part of the sample bottle of D. to an end, to attain the purpose the rue to resign from the legislature.
D. D. Preiscription received from you author desired, without in any way
at the Kenand now they are well. It is a wonviolating Christian truths or tread- with enthusiasm by both press and edy company appearing
derful skin remedy."
season,
this
tucky
is
ing upon one's Christian suscepti- public, and while its only mission
We carefully investigated this D. bility. It is simply a great moral to amuse—to make you laugh. there
This is Mr. Ditrichstein's second
Egan, of t e
euperinten cot
D. D. Prescription before recommend- drama, conceived and written by a are a great many play-goers who go appearance in Paducah, and the imLouisville division of the Illinois
ing It to our neighbors and patrons, Christian genius.
to the theater to get away from the pression he and his capable company
Central, headed a party of officials on
and after a long experience we are
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entirely dependent upon pure, healthy blood; every organ, tissue, nerve and
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lov- strongest appeal.
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a
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Bereaford
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sinew of the body draws oft this vital fluid for nourishment and strength.
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Poisons, humors and germs from various sources often get into the blood,
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today. In The Professor's Love Story richstein at the head of the cast, and
important factor, regulating the quality of the blood. Some persons are born Kneuffer, Master Carman Buker and
a
and
Peony,
Engineer
"I don't be/Mee Parson Brown ever
he had a part that fitted him to the with such support as Edmund Elton,
with tainted blood from diseased ancestry, and Scrofula in one of its titumerous Traveling
bet-sfember -.minor officiate.and
torn:* is sure to erop out some time in life. Net only peinorin in the blood
flee, mitt In that -part be established- -Aubrey, Beattie, John Arthur, beau- told a tie about Any one." ".Ldten.l..
Rexie Payne, son of J. E. and Mary
are responsible for disease, but when the circulation is run down and becomes clerks. Master Mechanic Nash and
himself in the hearts of theater tiful Hazel Cbaffia, Nellie Butler know about that. He had preached
poor and weak in quality, then we see the effect in a general bad condition Master Car Builder Baughan, of the E. Payne, was born July 3.- 1882. goers the country over. Perhaps no and Kenyon Bishop, will be one of a good many funeral sermons."—
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of health, such as weakness, sallow complexions, boils, and various skin shops accompanied the party.
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repersonal following that Mr
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a
Alk
erished blood, and fortifies the system against juries on the head and body. He 1907, after several weeks' Mess. berts have given Mr. Beresford
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disease.lr S. S. S. permanently cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, was brought to the railroad hospital
Age 23 years, 3 months and 1 day.
of his ability and in "The Other
Scrofula, Eczema, Tetter, and all other skin diseases and disorders. Book this morning for treatment,
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Noted Oregon Statesman is Restored to
Health on Recent Eastern Trip.

R. A. BURCH
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HON. S. B. HERMAN
IS WELL AGAIN

DERBY WAS POSTPONED

GOOD BLOO
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RAILROAD NOTES

NATURE'S PROTECTION AGAINST DISEASE

_ourrualii

Laxative Brom° Quinine d,

.PURELY VEGETABLE

PAGE'S RESTAURANT

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

123 South Second.

ui

rEy.

Get Rid of Your Cold

ED. D. HANNAN I
.Stirtitary Plumber

C.SHNIDER'S

INSURANCE A OEN TS

Chile Parlor

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.

Old
Homestead
Horehound
Drops

NOTICE

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps
They save the Continual writing

•

over the same thing. They

are

not expensive. Send usan order,
-a

H

EA FT ER

Prices Right.

The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S Third SI

Phu es 350

UNVEILING MONUMENT.
Memory of Major J. Thomas, $4.75
Nashville and return $4.75. N., C.
& St. L. By. will sell round trip
thkets Nov, 23 atid morning train
24th, good until Nov. 25, one fare
plus 25 cents, or 44.75. Full particulars from either E. 5, Burnham,
Agent, depot, or F. L. Weiland, (nty
Passenger Agent, 430 Broadway.

The Kentucky

Generous
Package

5c

The

TONIGHT DePew-Turdette 1
'-AND REST ,
OF T i E WEEK

—If it's business "ebb-tide" ititb
you, you can make it look and seem
like your busy season by a quick
and sharp advertising campaign.

--.--_-

Prices 10c, 20c,30c

Drug Store
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Blood and Money Circulate Much
Alike in Their Separate Systems

FRIDAY SP[CAIL

Blood and money operete on prin- so quiekly puts the W11-010s.stem out
ciples remarkably alike in a com- of normal operation as :t !are, lOss of
parison drawn be a physician the Mood. The vitality of the whole body.
other day. According to this doctor too, reflects Accurately the condition
the blood in the human- body is about of the blood supply.
one-fourteenth of the weight of the
Treating System.
whole body, much less than is popuWhen secretary Cortelson went to
larly supine-el and much less than New York to relieve the bankeof the.
scientific nirn supposed up unili city, & considerable cry arose fr. •
about 30o yes ago. The ancients the south and west because no ••
cessr-estimated the relative weight of was given from st ringency
the blood to the body many times, They charged -a sinister
but accurate experiments now siva*
discton an.: •
in, the plaeltig of funds
it to run from one-fourteenth to one- declared that Cortelyou went to
sixteenth. The sight of blood ewe. aid of gamblers on Wall street.
daily when it is coming from a fresh
These assertions were made
wound seems to have the effect of persons who apparently have a
semulatiag the .Imagination of on- idea of the function of motley ,
erer
lookers, as reports of an accident principle on'which it epee-ate.
usually tell of pints and quarts of should know that there is as tes.
blood being exit by the patient when system in"the operatirn of money :
Hone/mese tre:Ss.
In fact much less was lost.
in the circUlation of blood and
Money has about the same relation this system has a center whet.
to- the commercial belly that blood pressure is greatest and frorp
57.
1
7d44
7iy
has to the human body. The actual strearnk are pumped in and ii .
amount of money is always a -small other parts of the commercial bode
proportion of the amount of business in the sense way the blood circulates.
done aed statistielans pretty gener- What doctor would begin at the little
ally esgree that in the United Seites toe to relieve a person whose heart
the proportibn is about 94 to G. That action and conteruerit circulation are
is 94 per cent of business Is conduct- weak? He goes straight to the vital
ed on paper or credit, while only 6 point, the point shore relief means
per rent is transaetett with cash. It relief for the whole sy.st•-m and that
Is apparent from this fact that a very point is the heart.
little loss of money will have the
Ne;v York is the financial heart of
same effect en the eummereial body he American monetary circulatlos
that a loss of blood has on the human As Ellett it is at the same time th,
bode. Each is a email but vital Part weakest and the t•trongest point ir
of a much larger mass.
the financial system, strong und,
To see a large human body abso- nornral and exesslingly weak und.•
lutely worthless and inactive because abnormal conditions. The financiall
of an absence of one-fourteenth of doctor would tie mere think of s
its own weight is not more sorpria- to Texas or Montana to re!
Ins than to see the great commercial money stringency than the s
body lying helpless because of a lack would go to the little toe to e
KODES1
of 6 per cent of its own weight.
late the heart action. When there is
Yet in the United States today, a great strain on a chain, the a.-•
BURFOR
paralesie is seizing upon the great link is the p.litee, for the ws
COMPANY
commercial body from no other cause mariner to strengthen. (Sete:.
I 4k, INC A
]
1Ifil 11
;
]
I
than that the G per cent of money- treating the commercial body ,
circulation hos been greatly decreased weakness follows the action of s
nleasalMalletnelffillellglenalleseallinnueniallab
and the .woureis from whieh this vital doctor in treating the human bo,e
!bed have escaped are not merely when it is weak in the blood testing'.
seen in the wrecked trust companies To him it is neither here tier there been stopped, should die. They bend
of thousands out of work. until a test was ready at Newport
of -New -Vette- -lei etseey stowie en. tha seliesee -that steakeeteeseinis-euieeeffecrtratly thePat the laugh on the officera of
-ere
won • see a
the bureau of ordinance or 'he niiiTe
United States today the commercial if the financial center of this country commercial body like the disaster on
of weseth.
body has been wounded and the cite was in Arkansas, the place to de- the human body and thtfir gold hoarddepartment. They have dived and
Two teshattions,
culating fluid— money--is flowing posit peaveremetst funds in order to ed in their hands would, become drive
There are two solutions" of the wined the poor Frenchman since
on the
out in streams !Aire or lees large. In afford relief to the whole commer
or depreciate incalculably. The fis‘n- pr. -telt panic. If the people who August 27, and he hag- !free
total this lies of circulatioe to the body. Would be In Arkansas. But It cial testem of circulation ot,
,Jlotwy h;Irt, money, the life blood of Com- best the navy department's officers
commercial body has been sufficient happens to be in New York and Wall through banks is today the °meta- Trerre, will put It in hank where thf• get. All the while they have beto call-for such decisive steps to stop street also happens to be in Nee tion of American business lire, and manufacturing plants and railroads lieved he was some one else. The
the disaster as issuing cashiers' York and some people- connect the the American people expect apparent- eau borrow It to operate with, on mistake was discovered when Comiherks and selling new government two with the result that they think !y that business willego on without joie! severity. of course, business will mander Albert Gleaves came to exAs far as the conk!, the Cortelyou has gone to the rescue of that system. They have knocked the resume its natural tone, because the entitle the mine for a test at Newbonds).
parts of the commercial body that stock gamblers.
foundation out teem under the homse financial tests.. will- begin to oper- port.
The commercial body lost free!. as far as they etrukt, and * the op- ate, The other solution Is commerhave been wounded and from which
the previous life-fluid is escaping. for some time before the banks adopt- portunity was afforded the last dollar cial death. Followed it Is true In the
Teas—I bear he has broken -.•
have tinih rtaken tp heal themselves, ed the clearing !toffee plan. The prin- would be • withdrawn from circula- couree of time by resuscitation but her. Jess—Not exactly. He
alone tb•itshas cipal lose was in New York, where, as
tion. It In as if a few persons own- the procees will be painful and the broke by her. and when she discieof the in. eug public. As seon as and it is their astkni
a speedy and disastrous the center of the money system, a ing furniture in a magtelieent sky- suffering will be frightful. To con- reed that fact she broke with him.—
the people get frightened, according prevented
they quit buying railroad end to business operateme. If the lose of money would be felt all over weeper would :tee the building col- tinue to hoard (lush and the nroment!Philadelphia Press.
to
country, frors the country, like the bode would be
securities, thus keeping money out banks all over • the
lapse if they only could save their the batiks give out any currency, to
the vital G per cent of eircula- weakened by trouble in the heart. trharets. And the cash so far with- hoard that ton, will result in drainof the reach of the carriers, whose which
Lack of forethought does not prove
through with- Uedeubtedly the commercial blood
drawn is but a trinket compared* with ing the veins of commerce of its blood faith.
policy, he declared, was to use the tion was escaping
• CONDITIONS WILL BE ALL RIGHT people's money for the benefit of the drawals by timid depositors, had al- clieulation does not grow poor with- the ions that would result shout(' the lend elle whole body will die.
IF DEMAGOGUES STOP.
lowed their cash reserves to go out out a cause, and that cause in this whole commercial body go down.
people.
unhindered. the eommercial body panic was a loss of confidence In the
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ROAST

ROAST

17c

17c

PAN

PAN

Tomorrow mowing, Friday, Nov. 23d, we will offer you,
commencing promptly at NINE O'CLOCK, this nice
9x14 double Roast Pan for SEVENTEEN
CENTS, complete. Only one to each c tomer.
This is just the thing for your Thanksgiving Roasts.
Come early and get one before they are al one.
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RED AIEN'S HALL, NORTH FORM STREET

Tonight, Also,Saturday and Monday Evenings,
November 23, 25,

$2.70

AT 8:15 O'CLOCK

Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Preparations for

Free Exhibition of the

$1.00

Marvelous Wireless Telegraph

Kinetic Energy

With a complete set of wireless instruments; sending messages
through walls, ringing fire alarms, lighting electric lights,
blowing fog sirens and operating railway switch signals, all
without the use of wires.

Scott's Emulsion

S. II. WINSTEAD

THE MOST WONDERFUL INVENTION OF THE AGE—INSTRUMENTS
ON VIEW 10 A. M. TO 4 P. M.
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"He's a Clean Cut Looking Fellow"
HIS remark is often made concerning the Young
Man wearing one of our handsome Suits.
The Young Man of today demands the very newest
fashions—the very latest innovations. No stubby coats,
no narrow lapels, no bag-hanging garments for him
this season. We setect certain lines of Suits from Tailoring Houses that are specialists in Young Meal's
Clothes—whose styles are patterned after what one sees
on the College Campus—dashingly daring but not too
extreme.
$12.50 or $15 up to $20 or $25

T

4

But Reserve Your Opinion Until You See the Suits
Our Suits are eithrr newer, or better or there's
something about them that makes them more desirable
than the suits sold elsewhere.
So the Young Men Say—and Young Men know.

e

The Clothing Store That Carries the

BLINDFOLDED

"UNION STORE CARD"

1.

323

323

Broadway

Broadway

who affirms that the above statement of the eireulation of The Sun
iher, 1907,
for the month of
is true to the be.,. Or his knowledge
and belief.
PETER PleRYEAR, Notary Public.
My commisaion expires January 22,
1908
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"I had rather be a beggar
with
plenty of books than a king who did not love
reading."---Macaulay.
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!wit& people interested iu this special
branch.
'rho stsseciation will r.-cai it:u h
Impetus's (roan the lecture of Or. Thots.
Elmer Will, Of Washington,. D. C., in
It is city on November 29. The lisetare wil be entirely free and the pubIc is invited to hear IL Dr. Will is
a specialist in, his line and a man of
natiolial reputation.
--Merriest Tonight in Wisconsin.
The manage of Mr. W:11 'i\'-lb, of
this city, to Mies Katherine Eva Mae
Alester, of Mannette. WisConsiu,
• takes place at
o'clock thia evening
at the Pioneer Presbyterian church
of Mannette. An organ recital will
precede the ceremony at 7:3', o'clock.
A reception at the home of the bridaa
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Donaal .1. alaiAlister. 15'07 Newbury avdnde,
lollow the ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Webb will go on :tut
s\ and
'
extended southern bridal Ire
e ill be at home at the Palmer house,
Paducah, after January 1.
Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips and
Niles Anna Webb, sisters of ea \\*ebb
are in attendance at the w,(Lena.

111111111nInnInnnonninn 4.,tinn.wW21111

Aillips Co.
1111-283 BROADWAY

Aost of `Christmas
Xoyelties
Special display on third floor before the rush
Beason.

A truly attractive

display of inex-

pensive Xmas goods. Come down and look.

..."111.

allotwaseravelaty'r.sfo..1411.1111T.
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IN yfii y COURTS

r

GOOD GOODS

In Circuit Come
Th e equity docket of the McCracken. circuit court was willed over
by Judge Read thls morning and the
eases that Me readyy set for trial. .4
great many preliminary motions were
heard and orders of a minor nature ,
made. No sessions of the court have
been held during the week on account of the lawyers being interested
in cases on the federal docket.
Marriage Litense„
Colonel Elliott and Lizzie Miller.

Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.

l?
29'375

Hours of Your Life
in the next twentyfive years will be

Iketis 1:110111.
t:
Mode Smith to E. W. Whittemore, 0
lot at junction of H k v iIle road I •
and Wallace park. $600.
Mae Carrie B. Mahoney to Mrs.k
Millie Meiton„ land in county, $67Falia
G. T. McDowell to A. H. Powell.
land in county, C:25. .

table.
COMMUNITY
SILVER,

spent at the

will

do

much

to

make those thous-

ands of hours happy
Open Meeting Of Woman's Chili.
any and all persons, approved of by
In County Court.
by mak ingthat table
The Wourates club meets in regu:he executive board, in, and around
L. F. Huge qualified as admiiiisiite
at
This
afeernoon
attractive.
session
lar
this
Paducah or western Kentucky., Vito
trator of the ealate or it. A. itoilk-rtaj
more than tripleare willing to promote the interstate building. The businees nie ling was anti torhy.
of forestry, upon amine:gem to the at 2 o'clock.
plated ware has the
The open fleeting from I to a
secretary. The annual dues are 50
style
and appearth.•
of
Still In Doubt.
cents, payable in advance to the o'clock is under the atismiaa
ance of the best
Miss Weahteurn and Mr. NMI-lien to treasurer. It was decided to hold the Philaethropy delpartrutait. P. is a
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
benefit or t he
Sterling. It is arMarry November 27.
4
/
limit for the chartlisr members open "Social Tea'' for the
-Dr. Gilbert. osteopath, 4001
THE AVALON PATTERN
Charity club. An attract,:' musical
Mrs. Eva J. aVasliburn armounces until January 1.
tisticandyet simple,
Broadway. Phone 196.
program will be feature! and light
'the engagemeet and approaching
is more than triple plated, and each piece will
-We have just received another
The following working cnrometees refreahtuenta will be serial. There
marriage of her daughter, Mats Etta
lot of those beautiful White Wax Delifetime,
Carle Washburn, to Mr. Silas E. will carry on the ace), work of the will be a free-will donatien taken at
signs. Brunson's, 629 Broadway.
association:
the door. Home-mad.' candy will be
take
will
The
wedding
Mitehell.
and
carriage
better
---We give you
Alumni association of the P. H. S. sold for the charity fume The Mete.
plat* on Wednesday morning at h
better service for the money than
°Co'clock at the home of the bride, 1925 --Mrs. lial Corbett, Miss Niehaus. is attractively decorated for
in
company
transfer
any
by
Is given
C:181011.
Madison street. The 'leev. G. W. Miss Mettle Fowler.
America. Fine carriages; for special
Forestry
association
American
Ranks, of the Trimble Street Methooccasions on short not ee; also ele- dist chinch will perform the cere- Membership-Mr. Joseph L. Fried
Afier1104111 Tea.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Ttansfer Co. mony. The could.. will leave !mite- man, chairman.
.
'
I 'L
The Miaaie Rieke ac,
-Forms for real estate agents for diately after for Chicago, Milwaukee
afterneon with a 't"
Bird Proteetion and Study-Mrs. th
rale at this office. .
hone,. ees Kentueity ae•t.e. , feel'
and other points in the northwest, Vit tor Voris. c Merman.
-City subscribers to the Daily and will be at home at Ilea Madison
Boatd of Public Works -Mr. Jas. 3 to 5 o'clock.
In, oporated.
A
Sun who wish the delivery of their street on their return.
E. Wilhelm. bairman,
••
ri7rwriermstr...77.
"
papers stopped must notify .our col-1
Miss Washburn is a preey and secommercial Club of
Paducah- Athlete,- Reard of Waimea,
t'oattplimented.
lectors or make the requests direct tractive young girl, and is more than Mr. Saunders A. Fowler, chairnianr.
Mrs. Leuter Riker, president of,
D. A. R. (lhapter-Dr. Delia Cald-1-rk .1 r
a
to The Sun office. No attention will usually taaentea. She has made a
WANTE.1)--1-tosition
wirepaa Telegraphy.
the Federation of Woman's chile; of
rro-t ry store, I)e.trs•
be paid to such orders when given circle of warm friends during her rite well, chairman.
was
given
dtdnonstralion
firm
Tipjarcarelona cora. t
'itience in Paducah. She is the sister
Legislature - Mr. , Charles
K. Kentticen_bas paid
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
pliment to the Advisory Board of the hist night at lest Men's hall before
ellfaTrinliti:---Miss ?Rabe Mohan,- rtamtst antir-n9 -Doctors-W. /I: Mar X.-1T. 'Wash,
a
t
.
'MOTHER'S 500 HING BALM fa:
of
wire!'"
Librare--Mrs. Louis M. Rieke, Padueah Woman's club. She seat a an
r
chapped anti
skin, made by
accompanist, has now her studio in barfr. and the family is prominent in
of
sending
Besid,s
the
to:ialaglaldia.
ccery of the federation year book
the American German National bank Milwaukee, where they lived bcfore Rieke, chairman.
Mrs. Ilawkin
is for sale at Stutz'a
nrany
the
messages,
shown
was
there
Club-Miss
Magazine
Frances the Advisory Board with the fealowbuilding, second floor, where she coining to Paducah.
andv sto
!ether uaoa wireleas tel, graphy has
Mg graceful note:
Mr. Mitchell is a well known and Gould, chaltman.
"1
c
inserting want ads in -- 1"
eubsribera
would be p'eased, to see all her
-1.ally's gold
watch
with
as
such
adopted
for:
en
I,.
operating'
"Ti) those federated nien of Kenpopular young man In Pachieale He
Park Corumarsion--Dr. D.
The Sun aill kindly remember that f )17"
Murfriends and patrces.
ear tie‘t•:::ti anti Kentucky ave..
fog
tha
siren,
railway
semaphore.
staKentnekaithe
who
showing
Mitch
lucky
are
Silas
man
the
Mr.
of
for
Mrs.
items
to
and
paid
MI,
ansuch
Is
all
be
chairman.
the
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has left
•
Finder please return to this
•
and fire alarms weh- ellen the so, is
Publicity--Miss Ora Leigh. Mr. B. what their ..woievere ran eta-wept:eh eiectrie lights
inserted, the rule apcity for a few months, and I have ay- ell, of 1111 Madison street. He is
arid re,...iie reward.
office
mystifying
scented
sires,
which
th„!ont
with 'A Power Behind.'
plying
one without exc
quired an interest in his business and proprietor of the bicycle and gasoline .1. Paxton', Mr. Robert Wilhelm.
FOR RENT-Nice home In coasSimree to toms present, but after it was ex thou.
Francea
fithoole--Saperintendent J. S. Cur- compliments of
shall look after it for him. Any in- engine •wOrals on South Third street,
_
how
they
readily grasped
try, two miles from city. Good past.
Riker, president of Kentucka redera_11,1a.nod
formation with reference to any and is a young man of force and in.- nasey, chairman.
Z361.
FOR KINDLING wood ri
ure. Apply Chas, Bichon, 389-2,
IsimPle it was, The lecturer exbranch of it *ill receive prompt at- tegrity, standing well in this coneU. 0. C. Chapter-Mrs. James Ko- tion of Woman's cattle."
for
MITCHELLe
highade
We-Y- old phone.
telegwireless
of
theory
plainsal
the
it
tollowtag.
e
ykaavntimaying
h
t
wits
tendon if you will call up Tie Sun mundty, where he has lived since a per, chairman.
e:es, 326-328 South T rd street.
Ky., raahy by the use of liertzian waves,
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Paz- boy.
l'OR RENT-Four room flat with
Woman's Club--,Civies department. clipping eon' a Frank f, :'t
w xNTED--- F
tW,t h tows. C.
medium in space
a
other
words
in
,
ton.
bath, front and back porches, halls,
-Mrs. Edmund M. Post, chairman. paper:
agitated M. Black, Phe
-place your orders for wedding
etc., wpFtaIrs, No. 1440 Broadway.
"The men of Padueith have j„,at called elhor. whieh tan he
A Popeorna.Startal.
Overhead Lines-Mettars. W. 1..
of electricity,
COlOrI.11 41I0.
WANTED
Paducah I. D. Sanders.
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
Miss Georgia Husbande. of Tyler, Mai- hereon .A. L. Joynes. H. I, Jef- helped the women erect a handsome by a very high preseure
to
Igna1s
,
,
Distil-lees Co.. las- South Third St
house.. The 'Woman's chili mid allows the telegraph'
showing as. gat an assortment as entertained with a popeern social lust fery, J. 0. Koebler.
new
WILL the part) please return new
gh space ataaa than
g i ve travel th
,you will find anywhere, at prices night iu,honer of Miss Maude L3 on.
FO
SALE or rent, laundry vote- blavk Stetston hat No, 7 la taken by
The members so far listed , are: agk the men of Frankfort to
over
advantage
the
famsonia. Ameng thase present Prof. J. A. Corneae., Dr. Delta Cald- generously to the Tbrary and that ligh t, showing
mistake at the lubiaa- Theado) night"much lower than you will have to
Ring old phone 4:16-r.
tiresPnt means of la -I.-graph k. r'.
were: Mr. and Mrs. Star fancy. Mr. well, Mesdames R. B. Phi:lips. E. G. eVEII-V woman do her utmost to Mahe the
1,, Adams, Friedman. Keller a
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pay elsewhere.
boat,
.
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Tonight
communication.
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Sun.
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Address
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A trio of visitors from Paducah. the
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phone
old
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freshments were served.
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free.
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T. 0
ji
the red room, where
at the start, and an opportunity to"
eel=re
Padivah.-Nlialiville Banhome
In
bra':
FOR RENT-Nine room
ear
eaaeleeeeleeraWalker, Miss E. Belle Ford and. Miss.
advancement. Age limit for n.ta
ner.
.,..
Immo, 714 South Third street. Apply
Mrs. I. 0.1
Esther Boyd preelded.
with a trade. 21 to 35. Boys 17 to
door.
next
Walker presented the guess of hono
25. Food. lodging. tneeical atter-dliterthis
left
Illits
I
Miss;
Blanche
THE Perfection Oil Heater tied ance and $6'.1 outfit of clothing free.
it an excellent remedy for
with beautiful bouquets ot Antericala
noon for Jaokson. Tenn, to visit for
Ray° Lamps advertised in this paper Apply basement Poet office Rteld.ng,
beauty roses.
a few days. She will return Monday.
couglis, colds, hoarseness and
are sold only by Noah's Ark.
want to pay a little more
This social feature was followed lee
Paducah, Kentucky
The words "College
Miss Mary Lou Roberts, of Jackson,
only
members
for
meeting
business
for
paid
-furnarre
GOOD
PRICE
all congestion of the lungs
guest.
her
and
fall;
be
this
and
for clothes
will accompany her
and slaTives at Williams & Peal. 205
oerees being conferred on six rai•In Police Court.
styles" is simply a name
Mr. Will Brenner, .of the 0. T.
that
you must have a
and air passages.
South:Third street. New phone 901-a.
alates. Speeches were made by flex
Richard yeltana and Genres. Jones,
works, returned th
Vinegar
Gregory
applied to fashions that
of the members. After the blia
IR) veld have a pale of pante_ matfis young white men
were held to
Then come
Roxboro.
morning from Atlanta. Ga.. where li•
ess as-salon delicious refrerahment,
lu order for $7.1aa. Goods guaran- answer to the grand jury by Judge
went to accompany Mrs. Brenner ta
exaggerated,
are
rather
to us.
-re served in the banquet hall.
teed. Solomon. Tailor, 113 Soff-th Cross this morning on a cifarge of
Padneah.
Th i r.1 street.
Lapeer
for young men.
of
makcions cutting, and ball was fixed
Copetnan,
Mrs. Lucy
ll show yott.' how
'
We
Paducah Forestry Aseociation a Live
DON'T FORGET tile Hole-in-the- at Brio each. 'use young men enMien., is visiting Mm's. W. J. Hills, a
Organleation.
the all-Arool quality of
We have these suits
Wa711, llIte South Third etireet. for gaged in a fight two weeks ago and
eorth Ninth street.
The Paducah Forestry association
being very pleasant in taste
,ti1e-con7carne, tamales and 'sand- both received knife wounds about the
went
Tyler,
of
Lana,
J.
J.
Mrs.
fine
the
garments,
aese
4
at
o'clock
that show pecularity in
met Wednesday afternoon
face and body.
waters of all kinds,
NeW Mexico yesterday to spends tiand containing no opiates nor
In the Woman's club hostas.. There
fit and
tailoring, the
Eti Mann, charged with 'being a
a
'talesman
wanted-Exirerinter.
CIGAR
cut and make
was a representative attendance .of
narcotics
Mr. W. B. Hamilton, of Louisville,
ienee unnecessary, $10,0 per month fugitive from justify. was ordered
them the
make.
style,
was
meeting
the
the members and
and expenses. Peerless Cigar Co.. turecei ova- to Deputy Sheriff Wyatt.
'a. In tffe city.
Trousers full with a
full of interest. A most comprehencheapest clothes for you
McGregor. of Mayfield.
of Metropolis,
Retard
Mr.
Toledo, Ohio.
sive line of work'was outlined'. The
more you
ia in the city.
large turn-up.
to buy.
COOK
Good
WANTED-wages
adopted
and
read
was
constitution
P111,1k Sale,
Miss Elqie Malone Is quite ill at
paid to a competent woman. Apply
pay for Roxboro clothes
with two minor ebangea. The two
home, 11.09 Clay street.
The sale of J. C. Sheron which was
her
dip
a
ar.d
vtith
Coat
at rime, 1ee9 Jeffereon
remaining offices were filled, Captaiu
to have taken place November e0,
the more you get.
- FOR SALE --A-geed mare. cheap.
Harrison Watts heing elected vi.
'111ADK BY
peculiar cuffs-odd
Run want its. tar results.
wiP1 be held Monday. Noveniber 25.
:131 BroadSuitable, for faintly
president and Mr. Emmett te, Balch,
Marone
my farm . 3 nillee from
at
pockets.
fancy
lapels,
way.
treasurer. Mr. John el. Bleecker was
on the Paducah and Hirskleville road.
Inside president and Wise Milne MorjCP/i.
FOR" ReNT- One six-room cot-J. C. SHERON
All the patent medicines and
leY OtVrfq105
ton Inscretary at the organization
sage, 502 North Seventh. All modadvert;sed in this
articles
toi!et
(3016
meeting.. •
ern -conveniences. Phone- tee.
"floes the razor hurt, ale" in14ENS AN1
paper are ons sale at
hut.
The object of the association'
ti
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FOUND- Areitia at poetoMete quired the barber, anxiously. "Can't
toreet
of
in
"the
interest
prOmotion
/t-Linglagtas
Call \Nettie Brown, deputy 1,1. 8. Matti say," replied the victim, testily., "but
Fourth and Broadway.
and its allied subjects." The mem
filth and ,iroldway. Opp. Palmer Neese.
shill, and describe property,
my face does."-Hsrper's Weekly.
•••
bereft') of the assOciatton is open te
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PLOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
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last a

FIART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price.
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6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
I

11 WANT ADS:
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Syrup Tulu, Tar
and Cherry

Make up your
mind that you

l
'

It is made especially for
Children,

•

The

rri.

6r7,0

McPherson's Drug Store

r

AbroarEVE.
141

grl

`Give Us a Share of
Your

INSURANCE==r
E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS

1

Phone 35.

THANKSGIVING
AND ARBOR DAY PROGRAMS FOR
CITY SCHOOLS.

•

•••••
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All Kinds of Inswrance

RIVER NEWS I
'thee Stage.
(nitro
.18.6 0.0 et'd
Chattanooga
ret.
Cincinnati
12.8 1.0 fall
Evansville
13.0 0.8 fall
e 2 0.0
Florence
at'd
0.4 0.8
Johnsonville
fall
Louisville
5.9 11.3 fall
Mt. Carmel
2.6 0.1 rise
Nnehvilin
10.5 11.5 rise
Pittsbueg
6.t 0-3 fall
.
6.0 11,2 rise
St. Louis
Mt. Vernon
14.5 1.5 fall
Paducah
.1:;.; 0.3 f tit
emsemee et

The Kentucky will arrive tonight
from the'Tenneenee.
The ('ale' Girardeau It: expected in
from St. Louis to KO into winter
quarter. I). M. Street is pilot.
The Fulton will be In from the Ttffi
eeneee. ionteht.
The Hiatt Is due in from Caiey%We toniebt.
The towboat Reaper will take th.Culteres ioe of oat for this twit!
ilowu Ow reel- to
Meinehis and
Vieksburte
Th. Jim Duff) is in teem the oleo
today.
the .1qhn S. Hopkine or the
„Iaiazalazze-wi-14-4).--4w
ville.
The Chancey Lamb is in from Ole
Ten nee.
The Turner is due in today Dein
the Tennessee with a tow of ties.
The I. N. Hook will leave late Friday or Saturday morning for the
Tenneseee river, after having been
ne for repairs several weeks.
The Saline) is expected in tomorrow from SA. Louis.
Cate. Will Canipb.•11 w;11 take the
towboat DeKoven to Memphis with a
barge of lumber.
The Dick Fowler and the I. N.
Hook both went hard aground last
night due to the fall in theetier.
The iReaper pulled them off this
morning.
Tile oldest hare,- en the river es

OWL

i'riti.lont Wuhan& - My dour air. we
v1:•ty.lieg near a tunnel. Will I me
that"ea.1
reee. tease. Yoe eerie;
better net liep••. alieneendurfer Matter.

Flo:metal Profits.
"Some of these finaneiel prophets
of good cheer," said -Thomas W
Lawson. "remind me of the nein who
dropped a nickel in a blind beggar's
hat and exalaimed in a benevolent
voice: 'There, my poor fellow, is a
quarter for you.' 'Why on earth,'
said the man's companion, 'did you
give him a nickel and ear. it was a PHOTO
IS THE LATEST JAG CURE
tentrter?"Ohe was the reply, 'I
to cheer him
"
Pollee Take Pictures of Inebriates to
elaki• Them eeliamed.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
InCoreo

House wiring, electric

13

plants installed.

Complete machine shop.
132.124 N.Fourth fet.

Today at the Garfield building a
"Rook Shower" will be given. The
affair is for the purpose of adding
'emirs to the library, every person
calling at the school belug requested
to bring a book.
The schools will all illemiss Wed)neaday evening for the Thanksgiving
holidays, no sessions being held until Monday. Besides being the usual
custom to dillInis.s from Wednesday
ititturdeyeerfreerrrenttng- -Tyr the
Finn District Educational association
begins at Mayfield Friday and a large
number of the Paducah teachers will
attend.
Superintendent Carnagey,
Professor Sugg and a number of others being on the program.
The peninent for the graduating
class of the High school has arrived
and will be given its place on the flag
state totery. It is a beautiful hanrer
of royal bane, the letters being in
white. The pennant Is four by
twelve feet.
Mire Reef. Flournoy, one of ti
teachers at the Franklin school,
off duty on account of the illness of
a relative,

Phones 787
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For all the Family Circle

For Everybody in the Home

The Splendid New

A Special Feature

Serial Story

Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is thoikrus
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life-and lives-are set in
swifeexciting play-one against
the other. Incident follows incident with quick succession, and
S vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery,love and strange adventuring kindles the interest to
the fusing point.
e• ,
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
in background,faithful in characterization and intensely dramatic,with stirring climax,Satas
Seielerson is by all odds the beat
story of the year.
by Hatlie Erminie Musa
Author of Hearn Couregerews
sad The Csatastray•
MagnifIceedy Illustrated by
W WENZEIA

1141OW IC
whk.a.&mnlis_ac

DieHONE
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY

ONE DOLLARNLYEAR

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Canteen, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
•

Short Stories
cA MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARE
" SITITS
-7
AMONG Thi DUARINENTS PI
AU
COOSIRT
An art obi& retakes rest studious aalctillgent appliCabna to be known at its bast.
any
recipes. sceomp•med by superfor ilkustr ono,
awards oar miners to r..asseiteut variety 1d
tie ist ziloii the home tab2e.
Harland, tke groodest
Whss.
fry. eanchaota th:s department
HOVIEBOILDIPIC
Thor department esnelsotly reflects els best
trir.s and exawrie.sco cf the whale tossitry is
hn'iing onstfor table, arms* yet sthearan.
priced hisses.
INTERIOR DECORATION
Leatetrtnely helpful. with timely suggestions •1
bstense prettiest" value. Mural derior.tion,
tursiturc and the correct arrangement •f intense% on& a special visw to cosivesu411/0/ sad
emsfort.
The arenagemeat of a lzge Aron
r
te
d.
in‘otionthe
nn
tA.sasad sad
,e1 for the oorivenknos of the beine-tthri
whetter toe home be of ties or meaty meth&

b

rpLTtillt OR LANDSCAPIL
GASfidNLNG
Invaluable for those losers of nature who
erstud make their hern• groundt attrrectt,• and
besutiti Helpful t,, the awe ur darts& and
iititTtitAr4 to every one.
TIM VEGITABLI GARDLN
flesoons'Ae artests lea'ing with gardening es
S wee or city lot Whit t crow attd !tow to
grow 0. Filled with good i..:ecta Illustrated.
TliR MORSE AND THE STABLII.
Illoatiated articles by acknowledged antkor•
Wes.

MACAWS
NAGA

POULTRY AND THE KENNEL'
Prii,tica: and belpiot dtpartmen 1r Millie
Purvis, editor of Poultry, is one of ft:
We contester,
*orit
PRACI1CAL IIASHIOM
Choice destine. illustrations sad complete'
descriptions carefully selected to stye subecrshera advance styles, practic.s1 sod cwirect.
Our pattern department renders prompt sad
satisfactory service at a minimum cost.
EMMERT AND NIRDLEWORI
Pretty yet staple devices that torn very bun
women can suocassfully accomplish.
The y
ety offered suggests soz.ethang
appeals ts
all isterested ni different types that
of needlework.
IIIIALTH AND IITGIENI
The zue'tttng of strong. well-formed, perfectly
developed bodies, the s aloe of exercise,
bathing, with special 'entice es the
cars el the
eyes, nate, teeth and ears.
MAINLY Asourmiorts
Entertaining stories in itorsgrapha of Amer:,
foin Man sad WOM1111 illustrated IOW
oar-.
treas.
VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS
What tem and roman of many vocitIons are
thinking, and saying, on ths gueitions
of the
day.

By the best writers in the country appear in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humof and adventure.

Illustrations
All the departments are fully
illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in Tor
HOME MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christy, liarrison Fisher; A. B. Wenzel',
C.
Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay Hambidge,_t

Cgt(9

pzi.k.a.&zz 11 31,ft

fliJ.&

OmIlam• ••1•••111•

11191114,oliti.Merrill novels, the most por,s
lartheir
stofres of America. appear as serials be ore
publtestion in boil form.
THR CHOICEST SHORT STORIES
atertes. lo.ve sterfes
of 1.,t.ttese ar,u adventure- clean, anti Aerial
asti.i.ing and ffel gl.tful, and Iota of'wholesome,
them, win
appear in every nionter.
THE cuicsa JAR
A mirth provoking, cheerful, lei
il•-tnakieg,,
exhilarating collection of vagrant bits
of wit
and humor, both young amid

The Bobbs-Merrill Company,Publishers,Indianapolis,Ind.
.....1.••••••.1,••••••••

This splepdid magazine will
be given 'to The Sun readers

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost

"He has an even disrpoeition?"
'Yes; ugly all the time."-Cleveland
Plain Dealer:

A GAS HEATER

Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .° .8 • •• • •

-v -

The Paducah Light & Power Co.
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Scrooge

Denver, Nov. 21.-The D••nver police hnve adopted the photograph ea
the latest Jag cure and say it is doine
wonders. Whenever an inehriate is
hrought to the station his picture is
taken. Next morreffit he is shown
how he looked the night before and
then allowed to go. His shame and
the knowledge that the police have
his lecture and will punish him sever :y next time are said to do much
toe ard keeping him from imbibing
aggai n

Is portable, safe and
easily operated. No
home is complete
without one. .* .* .*

•

THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home,that covers every avenue of appeal to the hoine-builder, the holt:ie.-maker and
the home-lover. All its choluebutions tenter in the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortaelie, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewiie.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-souIed. Its dorrehant
note is the note of optimism and hopefulness. Frem cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable informati•.n.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Herland, for example, edits the depaelient of ct okery and
etiquette. Eugene Clute contributes a'great series on home furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOMENAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.

Phone 765.

1""teleelk•le°144.
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First Three Days of Nett Week Will
lie Give. Over to Appropriate
Exercises.

Thanksgiving will be observed with
elaborate and appropriate programs
at the different schools or the city
and at several of the buildings
Thanksgiving and Arbor Day will be
observed together, and besides from
the exercises in the different rooms
party. It Wag used during thee etell trees will be planted by the pupils.
As many of the principals as poswar for coaling gunboats. The barge
ls still being used In the coal bust- sible of the different schools will arrange to have tbeirexereises on difle-et
Sixty tbauiand e•-et of lumber was ferent days that Superintendent Oarbrought in by the Clyde on its last nagey and the members of tbe school
board may attend.
trip.
The decorations for the buildings
The river fell .1, stage 13.3. Rainhave been prepared by the teachers
fall 11.5.
and pupils, the work of the kindergarten and primary pupils liking featOfficial Forecasts,.
ured in the arrangement.
The Ohio at 'EvanSville and Mt. Miss Emma Morgan., principal of the
Vernon will continue failing during McKinley sahool, has arranged to
the uext 94 hours. At Paducah and have the Thanksgiving and Arbor
Cairo, no material chenge during eay exercises Monday. The Frankthe next 24 hours.
lin school will observe Wednesdne,
The Tennessee from Florence to while tomotrow an Arbor Day prothe mouth will centinae talluisg clur- gram will ne given at the Jefferson
.
mg the rev 24 hours.
school. The exercises will begin in
from Chester to the afternoon and the pupils and patabove Cairo will rise elightly during rons of the sehool are especially inthe next 24 hours,
vited. Tres are perennial flowere
will be planted on the lawn anti appropriate programs carried out in
Rwasenred.
the auditorium. Jackson's band has
been engaged to make music for the
occasion.

-fFAT

THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., comprises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.
.•
.•

The Sun

1155. Third St.
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TITE PADUCAH INENING SUN

a Cold Corner

VARIOUS GRANGERS IFree
TALK ABOUT TAXES

Don't sit in the cal—a touch
of a match—a steady flow of
genial warmth and in the corner that's hard to heat you'll
have real solid comfort with a

The farmers composing the Grange,
an organIzetion ithat has done much
IA) study Dm tied interests of the
farmer, hal leen taking a goud deal
of.interest in the subject of taxation
lately end some very perthieut uttete:eve on this quAtIon have been
given out lit the melee:see of the
Masters at annual se..alons of various
Mate Gianges.
At a recent meeting of the Washington State Graege. the Master gave
eonalderable attention to thy question
of taxation. HO said, in part:
(F./pipped with Smokeless Device)
"I urge every Grange In this melte
to take up the study of taxation In
Just what you need to help out in
nil Its phases earnestly and seriously
a cold snap or between seasons.
during the coming year, for I feel
No smoke-no smell-no bother
strongly that we farmers have hard-it's the tmokeless device that does it. As easy to ly realized the importance ef (hoe
operate and clean as a lamp. Brass font holds
mighty understanding the lundamentat
4 quarts-gives intense heat for 9 hours: Finished
principles of taxi:Cum
"In considerineethe subjecteof state
in nickel and japan-every heater warranted.
taxes,- In the brief eime I have been
able to give it since my need leo
Thc
is the best
been fully aroused to its impertance,
k.- round lamp made.
I have come to doubt vet y much the
Equipped with
wisdom of our present method of aslatest improvx1 central draft burner. Made of brass
sessing state taxes. Section 2 of Arthroughout, nickel plated. Just the light to read
ticle 7 of our stnte constiettien Is as
by-bright and steady. Every lamp warranted.
follows: "rhe legislature shall pro
11 your dealer doesn't carry the Perfection Oil
vide by law a uniform and equal rate
Heater and Kayo Lamp, write our nearest agency
Of assessment and taxation on all
for descriptive circular.
property In the state, according to its
value in money.' (This Is the general
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(latorpor•ted
property tax similar to Kentucky )
"TM...above constitutional prevision
is similar to that of many of the western states and enjoins a systeiv of
taxation which has been tried in practically all the Mates of the Union. It
1111MIC11.111111edlids1
requires the applicetion of the genie
rules of taxation to fortes of property
totally different in character. Most of
the older states, -such as New York,
Connect:int Massactetsetts, l'esw JerC. L. Van Meter, Manage
sey and PennssIvardt, have eonstau
tions which impose no restraint on the
All Kinds of Hauling. . Second
power of the legialature, or very little
and Washington Streets.
more restraint than that imposed by
the federal constitution. Those states
Warehouse for Storage.
have developed systems of taxation
more In harmony with modern condiBoth Phoues 499.
tions.
"The attempt to tax all kinds or
property by the same rules, has in all
times, and In all countries, imposed
heavier burdens upon rural districts
than cities, anti in a large degree has
measured the tax to be paid by each
W. P. Paxton,
R. Rudy,
P Put-year,
citizen by the amount of his con:
President.
sumption, rather than `by the opport'aidtier.
Assistant Cashier.
•
tunity he enjoys to acquire wealth
under the protection of the state.
-The plan adopted by our neighbor, Oregon, Is to apportion the
state tax In proportion to the revela••rporstiod
nue raised by each county. Oregon
made the mistake of not esirrying out
the principle to Its logical conelesion
Capital
$100,000
The tax should be appottlimeri In proSurplus
541,000
portion to the entire Ivy( nue raitost
Stockholders Lability .
10o.Otto
by each county, and ell the taxing die
triets within each county.
Total security to depositors
$2.'10,otss
"It Is very easy to SOe that the more
Accounts of individuals and firms Follette& WI. appreciate
highly developed and more densely
small as well as largo depositors and accord to all the same
populated a county may he, the more
money it needs for local purposes in
courteous treat meatproportion to its taxable values, and
the greater is the power to pay taxes
The tax apportioned in this manner
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
will shift from the poorer and remote

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

'
f
,a
y
°Lam,

City Transfer Co.

CITIZENS' SAVINE BANK

Third and Broadwa,,,
traw11111111ERNIIIIMEINEEMEINIMPIEEIRIMIKEIMEENNIIIIIIPEINIEENIsmissalliissisms

Z:saro

FOR RENT
Several desi rab 1 e offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

AMERICAN=GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

As the Governnient Stamp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
And

Jack 'Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposeP, and you can
not secure anything. superior. Sold
most everywhere.
ilaglatiff=altt

•

ak,j Or

INt.ri.;:.

4A rack

CONTRA('i' given, Incited by 0300 000 00 capital and 18 years' Sl'eCESS

tlaeorperated.)
\
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t
, and Evansville and St. Louis.
Opening Chorus-"The Day Now Is
Book
:
:, •
• C, a:, I. Pete:I.:leap, Telography. etc Indorsed
Dawnidg."-',y
er call for cstalogue.
Ai ..
rir"Purpose of Arbor Day"-Supt. J. tmy bu:tini:,;
A. Carnagey.
Colts:gots lea 17 Staten.
,3()
Rad Breath, R'HawkIng, 'tinging
Song-"Where the Blue Hills
Hacking
In the Ears. Deaf
grade.
Itise"-lifth
Cough and Spitting Quit kly Cured.
Reed:lig -"What We' Plant A'hea
We Plant the Tree"---Ma-Ma'
ypiveY.
"King of the Foreat''-Nelaste
BOTAN C BLOOD BALM

SON
Cc
GUY
NANCE
Undertakers and Embalmers

The Remedy vtlateh c ore. I
Lurch by ktIlltat the C atarrhal
Polotta sad Purlf,lus the Blood.
LARUE SAMPLE FichIE.

"leetves That Play"-Edgar Marsh
Dramatization of Hawathae SailPaducah, Ky.
211-213 S. Third. St.
ing -- "Hiawatha." Willie Cooper,
"Let" Eula Spivey; "Cedar," Ulysses
hatter; "Tamarack." Itches-ca
Voll
MI/1st
mot neglect all....httrige. of
N A /WA'El NG A 5.11.1.05A 11 % l"
frogs Jones; "Fir." Louise Leech.
the Ear. Nene arid Throat.
Forest - "Birches" -- Kath
.
ulcera- Ditl:e-y, Ruth Shernwell,
eS In this way, hut
tions, death and decay ot teiv.s, kills Smith. Cora Early.
ambition, often causes I.
ei appetite,
"Cedars"-Her Left Roach. Rayand reaches to general ability, idiocy
and insanity. It needs attention at mend Magee, Clarence Bell. Elmond
once. 'Cure It by taking Botattle Blood
18 BY
Blewett, John
Rad.(B. Es, Bo is is a riwk, radical, Cantrell, Stirling
permanent cure becafse it rids the sys- Knight.
tem of the poison germs
,at cause
"Carches"-Maggie Pool, Annie
catarrh. At the same time Blood Balsa
tft. B. B.) purifies the blood. ilas away Shafer, Marie Ingrain.
with every symptom of .ahirrh. B. N.
"Fl,"-Carrie Cantrell, Lorena
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAMA ER
B. sends a tingling 1100,1 of warm. rich,
pure blood direct to the paralyzed Cooper, Ortance Bougeno. J. et Dimnerves and parts aft,. tea by catarrhal wick.
giving warmth ,a b.11 strength
teICORPOnAT
Story--"Come, Let US-Plant the
just where it I. needed. a IA kik this way
making a perfect, lama.; cure of ca- Tree" - Herbert Crafton, Seim,.
tarrh in all it. forms.
When we say that It. P. II. cures we Wacker, Vern Beach, Bettie Manning
mean a real cure and this
guarantee Evelyn Brame. Mabel Carter, Maud
It H. B. has cured thous.ieds of catarrh
fasen--even the most derp-scated kind Boar&
-atter every other trcatu cilt had failed
Reatking-"The Tree"-Irone Bou13. it
does this becaii-e. it reaches the
•.yeeower nine years ! taff,rwl with chronto eoncause of all the trollies; namely Poi- gem).
tilmillon and isurtiad tlits inn, I hot to 55(a, an
soned and Diseased Woad. Just try B.
"A Rose in the Heart"-Madolene .niisetion
of Sarni ssaf,r once every tt ikon's 1.ernr.
B. 11. for Catarrh and you will get well
I could haven 0.5105 nn sae bon- ell. Het pliv I
Smith.
surely and quickly.
tried
and 1....itty I- O..
wellDate
in ,oe ge•re Lei,. I non! 1'117.11Tett I
11..taale Bleed Balms 40. B. B.) is
"The Oset. Tree"--Helen Ste:1mA. lour'ne
PliTert
tanto!.1 mho,' via:111A.
Tr.sett
ol
pleasant and safe to take: . outwitted of
to you 1 Yu fret, fe,n1 ail
v vo
at
tilos
r
"Planting Himself to Grow"pure Botanic Ingredients. SAMPLE
.o.ffertne TIM spite.
Win
ass
thi•
BENT FREE by writing Itiood Balm Co., Netlen Yates.
E. 5,
Mon
ay,
A Ill
Atlanta, Ga. BOLL UT 140'00191'S, or
Story---"hy
W
the Evergreen Trees
sent by - express. At It PER LARGE
est For
BOTTLE, with complete dit-ections for Keep Their Leaves" -Herbert Shunthome cure.
The bowels
well.
Sold An Paducah. Ky.. by R. W.
Walker & Co.. W. J. tillbert, Lang
Autobiographits-(a). "A Maple
Bros.. Alvey & List.
Tree"-Ruth Shatuweli: (b). "..
Hickory Tree." Clarenee Belli tel.
rural counties the burden they now "A Peach Tree," Annie Shaffer.
Son g-"The Flowers* Lullaby"bear, and impose It on the more
thlekey twilled and prosperous coun- Fifth grade.
Story-"Apple Seed John"-Marie fEr.
ties.' This change would do away
In hula Tits t:e•
with the universal temptation to en Ingram. •
r
°liarAnk.0.1 io
ry Lae..
Story-"Hercules and the Gulden
Co C
Sterhag n
a
tlervalue urcoorty in order to shift ;he
state tax to other communities. A Apples"- Lauise Leech.
TEl
MILLION
IL
SALE,
BOXES
study of the experience of other states
Dramatizet:on of "The Disrontentehows that one of the greatest evils eelTreees-"Tree." Travis Cooper:
AND MEN.
MENhie
has been this itieentiye to Ingle-value. "Goat." Repert Ingram; "Wind."
()for sonatina*
S
Use
dinette et,..11.11onastatteSS.
Sit.., dova
It produces Inceptallty and dIssattsfac. Revive, Parker; "Traveler," George
deante...4
irritati..o• • r ulcor*doss
▪ to winter,
et nk •,
• Iliett,brtinteo
Bon, if not downright fraud"
Scott; "leery," Bettie Manning.
reooter• twoarao•
c.o.
aatrtd•
The Ohio State Grange.
get.t or nl••.n ,.t!..
EMU
Soug--"Father, We Thank Thee"
Sold
by
Dertaarbsts.
10811118t
promo:tele
an
amend
are
Ohio
they
in
-e-leourth and Fifth grades.
or tont lit r tin Irrtinlero
5.1.5.
ment totte eanstitution that will per•
• eAc,
..•-. prees.d, fur
March to the grounds.
75.
SI ne. or
mit of a clasellication of the sources
Cirasesy 0144 dig 1•4111dla
Invocation.
of revenue; such as is now in effect In
Cherus --"Arbor Day"-School.
Pennsylvania. The difficulty with the
-KinPlanting of Phrat Grede
Ohio constitution is exactly similar
to that in Kentucky. They are pro dereartte Games and Songs---(s).
RE.MOVST TO THIRD AND
potting there an antes's:Imola to the "Poor Robin Is Dead." (h). "Here's
blEtRasPOLIS,
liNNTEuRr
eonstitution which will make it read a Ball for Baby." (c). "The Farmer
# be* Binding. Bank
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Work. Lewd
this way: "Taxes ;shall he leafed at Sows Its Seed."
Planting of Third Grade Treea uniform rate upon all property of
I
sand Library
ork a speclaity.
the smite class." Ther•Ohlo conetitu- Movement Song - "Cents.. Dance Sewed and best hotel In the city
_ —
Ron now requires that taxes shall be Around the Tree."
Two large aunt&
Rates 02.00.
u niform u pon all classes of property,
Chorus-"The Star Spangled Ban- Moms. Bath rooms, 'Metric Lights .... 31.111111.13/W
the provision being similar to that of ner"-Schoo).
the only centrally located Itotel Ii
the constitution of Kentucky. The
buy horses,
Planting the Fourth Grade Trees-- be city.
F.
A.
Derthick,
Honorable
Master,
Action Song-"The Jells Woodcut- COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE
DO.
sell
horses,
commenting upon the proposed amend- ter."
ment to the constitution. said:
board
horses
'Plant:tie the Fifth Grade Tree-.
'To pall up every stake in our con.
.1..
a eenerel
Processien-"Open the Gates for
stitntion seems heroic treatment, and
ii vt ry burentss
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
Queen Maple."
if done -would throw upon the people
PACKET COMPANY.
SongBoat."
-"The
Golden
added responsibility In the selection
Chorus. "A merles
of their representatives. If elassinca.
(Incorporated.)
Reassembling in rooms.
I Iscorner& t...t.)
term Is to be the plan adopted. It
Forth St. in Kentucky Art.
should be left to a commission of at
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER,
PILES! PILES! PILES
least five members appointed by the
STEAMER. CLVDE
Williams'
Indian
Pile
Ointment
wit
-...teekleMIEDEMIIIESEMmgmmeml
governor. one from each of the four
cure Wind, Weeding and
Itching
sisters,
, whose combined efforts have
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Rites
Made us all we art'-ono from inStill itching at once, acts as a poultice,
teralMotosot momattoto.....v.ao
Every Svednesday at & ti. tn.
facture, one front mining. one from gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
cominerce. one front aericialtere. This Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
S. M. WRIGHT
Master
board should he reinforced 1.y the ap- and itching of the private parts. Sold
Clerk
toe! 11
812.
of well-kuow n by druggists, mall 50c and $1.00. F.:I..'GENL ROBINSON
em
pointment of a member
Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleveintegrity and great II gal ability.
This comparfy Is not res./tonsil)
mat committed to land, 0,
Manufacturer of
"The fartneis
for invoice charges unless collect(
the idea of classiileati.M, but we eish
to join in ter. seely of tex revlsien
Wel Burns Is not a preacher, yettbY the clerk of the boat.
The Ohio Stare Grenge. nssembliel, in he has caesel fifty men to quit swear-1annual session. Deeember 11 to 11 irng or living profane language alone ,I Special excursion rates from Pad u
1905, by a unanimous vote expressed our peblie roads, and here is the se:call to Waterloo. Fare for the rout:
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah eveL,
the desire of an oreanized body of tax- eret.
Mr. Burns tor euiressfary
Furniture Store! and Packed
payers, fifty threseane strong, to co- worked /4'1'011 miles of Our public IA edn
"
daY
at 4 P. al'
operate with ale other interests In de• rcr.1(1 be converted the tie handlers.
403 ltIltrila It.
visit's a tax system that shrill bihjust
There Is not a rock, etuarp, chuck- EVANSVILLE, P A DUCA H AND
anti fair to every legitimate interest
!tole or crook in the seven miles of
CAIRO LINE.
114 the state."
rotel, and profane kingunge Is a
ofT the past.--Hardy (Ark.) Heraa.
(Incorporated.)
HENNERIES BOOST WIGS
TO 75 CENTS A DOZEN.
WILLI‘MS' CARBOLIC SALVE
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAll PACKETS
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL;
The best Salve in theemorld for
New- York, Nov. -21.-Selected
(Dalli-lEacept Sunday.)
strictly fresh egg' :sold in Jersey City Cuts, Brufses, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
today at 75 cents a dozen, or .ac -e
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed
than II cents each. This is said to be to give Benefaction, or money re- Hopkins. leave Paducah for EvansMemphis, T&-nn-'ober
the highest price paid in 32 years. funded. Price 25e by Druggists.
t6, round trip, $5.26,_ Forvele and way landings at 11 a. m.
rest Cavalry,
The very best grades of eggs sold
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
Cleveland, 0. THE STEAMER DICK
Monday at CO cents a dozen. Other
rowLER
Birmingham, Ala.- Round
grades sold at 38 to 48 cents. '
Leaves Palu(eh for Cairo and way
TheePvening laun--Inea a week.
trip $9 35, Get. 19th and 20th
The increase was announced by a
landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily, exret nru
Oct. 27th-Account
Weber eho has contracts to take the t‘enteOovoet......,o,.*eytotteneoteroot000teeopoefo cept Sun.lay. Steele; excursion rates
Press Clubs,
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
output of a number of,farmers with
riersa henneries. The jobber declares
and return, with or without meals
Louisville. Ky. - Round
atid room. Good music .and table me
,:.e price he asks leaves him little
trip tC775, Oct. 14th and 15th
tar rpassed.
profit.
return Oct. 1.11.1a - AccoInt
For further laraumation apply to
Grand Lodge It. A. M.
S. A. Fowler, General Pass:Agent, or
FIND WARM AIR TWO MILES UP.
Given FoiTer, City Pass. Agent, at
Home Seekers' tickets to all
Fowler-Crumbangh & Co's Office,
potats in the south and southAceonauts.Report Pleasant TemperaFirst and Broadway,
west, Including New Orleans
tore at High Altitude,
,.
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
New Haven, Conn., Nov 21.---The
Territory, at about one fare
Stevens balloon NO. 21, which aeTHE
for the round tri.p. good reeendedlat Pittsfield, Mass., today with
Tills splendid magazine which
AND CURE THE LUNGS
turn,ing for thirty days.
Leo Sterrett as pilot and A. Holland
THE SUN is giving away
Forbes, of New York, as a passenger,
Jamestown, Va. — ExposiMade a safe landing at 4:15 o'clock
ABSOLUTELY FREE
"WITH
tion, April 19th to November
On the farm of Henry Clark In
ondays;
Coach
Orange. The big balloon- went alone
,n('oloil to be one of
c
rew
Is
excursions
special.
$275
ndates;
two
miles,
of
height
the
-aeroat a
the best, published, The No518,00 every Tuesday; limit
nauts finding the temperature at that
vember issue is just In, and if
doapiry,
(
1,0itFy
altitude quite warm, The greatest
RaICs7ro.
U9143 j
you want It phone 37,8 at once
0L
TON Botha Frail
speed atta ined' was 40 rules an hour.
formation, apply to
AND All THROAT Alt)LUNG TPONSLES.
iseket Offitv, Fifth and
eeceecoiCoeiekoesfteee-e-e'ee-ese-e- eo."The country is very prosperoue
Broad way,or Union Depot.'2
GUARANTEEDEATDIPAOTOR
nowadays." "Yee," answered
OR MONEY ILIZINDX,D.
J. T. DONOVAN. •::*;.
-peoale.are
getting
,
"Fa many
Mr.-4CUX
Agt City Tieket Cfilee
NIOney that there isn't a &teat deal
R.
M. PRATHER,
Paducah'. Best Paper
in being rich."-The only way to site time Is to
of
A qont I7nion Depot
Star,
Waseingtou
spend it wait.
I

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

NSTIPATION

Watch the
Label

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to wham
you send flowers,
that you buy theliest.

NEW STATE HOTEL HENRY MARMEN, JR.

he Tully Iliery Campany .

OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

NINE SUMMERS OLD

Catarrh
Cure

PROGRAM FOR THE Foo-siTioNct SECUAED
M KINLEY SCHOOL
DRAUGHON'S PRCAL
_ustnes
.si-ClEolleges

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most Ca9e4 axe d!rect results
to! WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. The strain on the Kidne)a and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing the pains.

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
Two dokese give relief, and
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel. curet
EIIIISMODS,
Diabetes. Seminal
Weak and Lame Back, Rheumatism and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder In both
men and women. Sold at 50
'tents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by MePherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mail upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.
. ,

CUT THIS OUT
It is worth 75c
to you. This
coupor and 25c
will get a $1.00
bottle of Bur.
dock Tonic at

R. L. Mciklurtrie

Mattresses

Me Home
agazine
N oVember
Issue
Just Out

KILL

COUCH

Dr,. King's

New Discovery

FOR co

id c PHERSON'S
Drug

Store

THE SUN
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THE 'PADUCAH EVENING SUN
AN ADMONITION.

BANKERS DEMAND

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21.

before the suit was instituted, thesi
must say so in their verdict. In
commenting upon, the
fact
that
te."7.X
Smith was Meadows' attorney, and
when called In consultation advised
cuirrEvilic (s:Irs E. BROWN IN TROUBLE Meadows to do what he did,
the
U N WILLING TO MAKE.
coati remarked that he hoped Smith:
‘11'111 POSTAL AUTHORITIES.
gave the advice as a friend and not
as an attorney. He admonished the
jury to scrutinize closely and weigh.
May Sell Bonds in Paris Instead of Two Artists Prefer Charge
s Against carefully the statements that Hawley
Nei% York-He is Criticised.
Booking Agent, Who Says He
had confessed to wronging Mrs.
Will Re Cleared.
Meadows, while he was being whipped,
Attorneys Wheeler and James, fori
New York, Nov. 21.-New York
the defendant, began to make exbanks are making such demands on
E. Brqwa, ash figured recently In
ceptions to the remarks of the court
Lie treaeury department in connec- an
"affinity bureau.'' is summoned to at the conclusion, and
We are now showing our line of EX-_
Judge Evans
tion w:th the proposed sale of the appear
in Commissioner Gardner's presented them with several
pages of
51toe000.000 certificates of indebted- court
CLUSI
VE HOLIDAY NOVELTIES.
Saturday morning to answer a manuscript on which his remark
s
ness hy the government that it was
charge of fraudulently using the acre written just as he had
spoken.
rumored. in Wall street that the govWe are desirous of you calling to look
United. States mails, but has no doubt
Speeches of Attorneys.
ernment might seek money directly
over the assortment le-fore they are picked
that he will come ease- of the charge.
In Paris. ciutting out all bankers in
Thes epeeches of the attorneys in
It was made, he says, in a spirit ok
over.
the case were considered the finest
the United States.
revenge by two vaudeville actors he
ever delivered in a Paducah court:
Among p:edires bankers are seek- had
enfaged once but later had canThis year we have secured many desiraroom.
ing to exact from the seeretary of the celled
Congressman
James andl
the contract. Brown wished
ble and useful articles for men and women,
treasury is one that he wall let the to be
Charles K. Wheeler made eloquent,
a theatrical agent and sayile
and convincing arguments of one
Purchase money remain on deposit had
such as Genuine Ebony Sets, Smokers' Sets,
arranged with the management
hour each for the defendant, white
with the banks making the purchase.
Frames, Brass Novelties, Cut Glass Novelof The Kentucky to furnish a vaudeJudge Robbins, of Mayfield, and M.
Tae new certificates are to be hela ville
program Several nights next
ties.
Silver anti Gold Novelties, Shaving Sets,
T. Sheibourne. of OlInton, spoke the
as security fsr this deposit unti: such
week. Later The Ksntucky manageToilet
Sets,/friney Art Novelties of every
same length of time In making the
time as the purchasing yank can sub- ment
made other plans and Brown
arguments of the plaintiff. Judge
etitute railroad bonds, the reeiv cerdescrip
tion.
cancePed his contract with the actors.
Sheibourne closed.
tificates immediately to be used (at(First Floor.)
On the etrength of the Kentucky enMany of the a itneeses in the case
circulation. The result of this wouin
gagement Brown wired to two actors
Jenny: "Now remember, Dolly, you must
eat slowly and be thankful for • be to increases the volume of bank
stayed over to hear the completion
in Marion, ill., to come hers next week
what you at or you'll have indigestion and
DRY 000D-1 &
of the arguments, while others left
you won't go to heaven when you cotes without decreasing the volume and
forwar
CARPZT..9
ded, contracts for them to during
die."
the day for their homes in
of -reserve money in exactly the seine Figs.
In a day or two he wrote them
the loner counties.
amount.
again that he must cancel the cooSecretary's Plan.
Tfir.9TORE
.
tract, but they had gone to MetropOP 771.6 P.COPIJI
Secretary Cortelyou 13 understood olis
‘1:in
wont
"irla.
ior
reaarts
to fill an engagement he had
-THE DaYLIGHT STORE
to h•Ive some 'Arne for shipping a. rnatie
"'BACK UP YOUR.
for them therssfhis week. This,
interior entre the reserve money reBrown pays, is the extent to which
ilGRAY MAMA Valli
ceived in, payment for these new used
the mails and the aetors
issues made by the government. Lo- gaged,
he asserts, jumped their is,
cal hankers claim that this is not
tract in
Metropolis with hinc
sound linamee. They say that crops came
Position in Sleeping.
twist his nk is
here, where they Weal IS
coot Of jOitit. We
Man Is the oaly animal that sleeps
are moved more speedily by bevies with
'.1! style it the "back-care" and inthe postollice Inspector agsi
on its neck. Many animals sleep on troduce
, large quantities of tots in New York. Brown.
it In all homes., -There is DO
areir sides, but most sleep prone- excuse
' The reason for this is that exports
for lying on the back and
that Is. face down.
are sedem made without a previono
Dogs river keeping the twine hot ail night,
walle
sele of a bill of exchange with the
dream when prone, but invariably do the front
of the body-the abdomen,
; bil: of lading attached in New York.
no when sleeptrg on their striae All tire stomac
h, the chest, the thrust,
Some experts ,,of taternaVonal
of us ftom the oountry have seen ete.-is allowed
to become chilled. A
finance cleira that experience prow
Beni, the hound, chasing rabbits in. not
spine is a disease generator. And.
that on any occasion when the govhis sleep. An animal would be Per- on the
other hand, a cold aline is
ernment has deposited money In the
fectly helpless if it slept on its back. drath.
(Continued from page one.)
-New York Press.
interior for crop moving purposes it
And so is man he/pleas in that po"as h.en
essary to draw the money ley. Meadow
sition
s damage suit that N,
Flubbe-Well, there's one 'Colo; In
••• Net rerl. before flnally dispesleg deliver
If genie other fellow wants a fored late stcsl.erday eyening,
which. PalaIlc sassanta ape---saors-re1 r Ti.
cc monoy
epooited at federal court by Judge
uile
firt
him invent a pillow that wilt liable than private
Walter E.
ones. Dnbbe-ore, in N. w York Ft saves about three
Clew a man or woman or child to That is
we, was considered one of thcs nwFlubbe-They seldo•
weeks on it shipment for export. Call remark
sleep face down without having
able ever heard front asben,!i
to
Cievehinc! I.eader.
lands adcanced to 15 per cent. Th. In
west Kentucky.
reason for this is that hankers are
The court made a complete resune
a( cumulating ca.(h to purchase $25.For Friday only, we are ofOne year or fifty years fro u now, your letters i
o,r1,1sr,o r the 1),-mr 3 per cent Ise-0e of the case, which he said was one
fering another one of those
of the most remarkable that ever ,
other people's tiles vi:1 look as well as the day they
came before a jury to decide. The:
splendidly economical specials
CAPT. NICIII0US IS CLERK
were received-if they are written on
charge was not in any wise an argilof
particular interest to
UNTIL LICENSED AGAIN. ment of the case,
but a recitation of!
mother
s of boys. This time
the ta-ts as brought out in ltreseet-i
Si. Louis. Nov. 21.--- Captain +tree, and he frequently told
it's
a
liberal
lot of good qualithe,
Claren,
:e L. Nichols, pilot of the „Jury that they must weigh the evity Not fo:k and Dontle- breast,reatuboat Fred Ilartweg, who sprang dence carefully and not take hls
ed snits for boys from 4 to 16
COUPON BOND betters by age, bemuse it is made slowly. Into fame during Preside
nt }loose- view of the matter unl,,s it was
Th!.
, well•knuwn insurance man
substan
tially built from de,
Ws
recent
trill
borne
down the Missisout by the evIdente that had
You cannot hasten the process of paper
ippl
river to Memphis by becoming hen introdueed.
pendable worsteds, corduroys
making and get tis good a paperits by the Arslow method
. You
a -131g Stick victim," and whore 11
By way of explanation the _court
and fancy cassimeres. We
have to build ,1 eSeet of psie r That is why a blind
tense was revoked for Fix months. told the Jury
man could
that Meadows had not
get %2 50 for them right along
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other
visited St. Louis today and said:
-barged his wife with Improper conpapers.
hut tomorrow they Will only
"1 never could stand following In duct on her part when he filed
The "feel" would tell hint the (diameter of the paper.
1.
Its
the wake of a Repubikan. and when answer
.st you
At
strength and surface would tell the story of slow. careful
to the divorce suit filed
manumy employern tetd me to hit It up. I Nirs, Meadow
s,
whict
was
cc
in
facture.
Just took them at their word and lenr.e. Judge
Evans remarked th
went up abreast of the Mississippi In his opinion
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
the claim that Has°
with the -president aboard. But my had seduced
Meadows' wife
No paper ie too g
r li:tter-; that have to eonut. Try it for' lien*. is gone until March 4. My brought into the case for th
company has given me a position as time, while
SECOND ANNUAL OPENING
See them in the windows
Hawley was lying .
If.
Make aT, .•xperiment. (et a inantl.'s supply of
•Ierk until my license is renewed." the
barrel
and
was
being
wt.
Coupon Bond
II yur printer and eite-k
le-a!te.
The other defendants in the es
1101111 BRIDGE COMPLETE
classed as a mob, who were the,
AND IS BEING INSPE(TED. aiding, abetting and
countenencli
the whipping and
who made 7
I I nevrporveled.
The Robb bridge on the Illtandvi:b ,
"aims of mitigating circumstam
1- oth Phorv.:•s 358.
i.ad has le en completed and the as- their answer
Ile
Carry
th: Union Store Card.
s of Hawley'; plea
Sal cowl went out today to Inspect
Regarding H. T. Sm4th he Hs
312
Broadway.
the wo-k. The britge Is hula of con- jury
that they must first
crete reinforced with steel and is said whether
he had chanted his re
to be a substantial structure. Arc denee
-Tate Your fott to lea:.
to Tennessee since the
other. bridge is being built of the was institut
ed, and that, lf he
ers Camp creek.
resident of the state of T,
Jitie
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HAWLEY-MEADOWS

ANOTHER
SPECIAL
For Mothers
FRIDAY ONLY

$2,50 Boys' Suits $1.48

@©UP@G\E[3©

MR. FRED HUMMEL

Wins the Cole's Hot Blast Heater

The SUN Job Office

$1.48

F. N. GARDNER, JR. CO.'S

U. G. fiullett & Co.

And is receiving the hearty congratulations of all who have ever felt
the grateful warmth from a Cole's
Hot Best Heater.

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
-..

Coat Suits at Great
Savings
Frot,0 awl

sutuiday

$15

All wgiol hliwk Venetian first
for ....... ..

tiits

0

Fur Specials in
Black Silk

Friday Millinery
Bulletin

51.25 'Mack Taffetas,
one at
89e,
one at
94c

All the new shapes in fine Silk
Pon Velvet lists at only
411.00 FRIDAY
Ctroice of all our fine Frei:Leh and
w
Dress Hats in black and
colors
7fic FRIDAY

Department Stor
North Third Street, Just Off Broadaay,

1

I

Furs

-

Fashionable Furs way below current priers.
They are here at-every price, between

50c and $8.00
You will find them Lem; than you
dreamed of paying.

Here We Are Again===Brought Our Forty=second Friday Bargai
n Sale!
It's a hummer! Big bargains in'it. Want to tell you abou
t it. Wan
t to show you through tomorrow, (Friday.) Please get here before too many of the-best bargains have
been sold out. _There are many excellent
values and remarkable bargains not mentioned in today's
printed list of Friday Specials.

I ir it. I i

col

Coats Friday

51
"re esic
l'an Costs Is-tday $3.9S.
SIS ('oats Friday $10.
Th.rty $1,,So bisick' taffeta Waists
Fr:0y
Fifty $2.50
Wa'.ets Frida
Issety

"r

s

Skirts Friday $2.50.

Underwear Belli-tin.
Its, Children's and ildis‘es' 25c
l'elun Suits Friday 19c.
75 Women's heavy fleeced Vests
and Pants Friday 24c.
lot Boys' heavy fleeced Shirts- and
Drawers Friday 24c.
Boys' and Girls' extra heavy Unlen
Sirita 'Mita Y 17e,

WoMen's Sec and cue line ribbeil
fleeced Vests and l'Ints Friday
40(
Dor Mcri's ro,c iIr
d Undershirt.,
and Orly.
75 1Vonwr...
, :01( lila Skirts FriItcy
h.
Friday Bulletin.
Yard side sift fislelied Bleache
d
ISomc
Friday sf'.
1),.,11",0)e
Ginsharns Friday
6 la c.
I Se 1).•em Goods and Na-id
Suitlogs Fri lay loc.
12 1 2 c a•nd 1"o• Peccaies Friday, 10c,
15(- Madras (*.orbs and Dress
Gingham, F:itlay lac.
Fascinator Shawls. an asScarfs,'hot
h
wool and silk, Friday 24e, 48c.
73c.

97c, $1.45, $1.96, $2.45 and $2.95
each.
Wanhots, $1.25 cotton 97c a
pair; $4.50 wool $3.50 a pair.
Clothing Bulletin Friday and Saturday.
25 Rays' $4 Overcoats $1.75 each.
40 Boys' $2.50 Salts Friday and
Saturday $2.00.
18 Boys' $4.00 Suits Friday and
Saturday- $2.50.
20 Boys' $5.00 Suits Friday and
Saturday $3.50.
30 Men's $25 Suits Friday and
Satueday $15.
30 Men's $18 Stilts Friday and
Saturday $12.
17 i.114- r's $15 Overcoats Friday
end Saturday $10.

Shoe Bulletin.
A revelation in shoe values. Thou:and.; of pairs of shoes are now h(
carrying prices every day in the week
fully one-fourth less than present
Ilt)e values. It is not what yoo
Pay
ut what you get that counts. Va'.10
not the price, Is the real test, TI
prices on many shoes are reduced
lere for Friday and Saturday's selling. Some a-re reduced 25c, some
50C, some 75c and some is much as
81.00 ajirait for Friday and Saturday.
If you are Interested in theft specially reduced prices ask our shoe
sal-earn-an to ahem- Meant
Pli

Grocery Bulletin Friday and Saturda
y
Only a few items mentioned. There
e hundreds of other bargains on
20 lbs. light brown Sugar for
$1
2 lb. bag Mound City Patent
FurFl-our 75e.
Picnic Hams, per
be.
6 lbs. fresh Navy Beans 25c.
Pure Apple Vinegar, per gal.,
25r
3 boxes fresh Seeded Raisins
25c
3 boxes fresh'Currants 25c.
Rowed Coffee, per lb., 10c,
121
/
2r.
s, 17c and 20c,
S pkgs. Toasted Corn F1akes
:1 pkgs. Natkraal Rolled Oats
25c
Red Onions, per peek, 20e.
1-ish Potatoes, per peck.' 20f,

